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The question is whether a language in contact, Meänkieli, preserves onomatopoeic words and 
structures from its Finnish origin, whether it is affected by the contact language Swedish, or 
whether it creates its own onomatopoeic words and structures. What happens to onomatopoeia in 
language contact situations is an understudied area. The present study focuses on initial consonant 
clusters which occur in onomatopoeic words. Meänkieli is a Finnish-Ugric minority language in 
the north of Sweden. It has been developing in the area beginning in the 12th century (Winsa, 1996). 
Finnish does not normally use initial consonant clusters, while Swedish does. Meänkieli can have 
initial consonant clusters, e.g. tr- (tröijy: sweater; tröja in Swedish), kr- (kranni: neighbor; granne 
in Swedish), especially in Swedish loan words (Nylund, Nylund & Nylund, 2012, Wande, 2001). 
Finnish can have initial consonant clusters, especially in loan words, e.g. kruunu: crown (Karlsson, 
1976). There are not many linguistic studies of Meänkieli, and to my knowledge no other study of 
onomatopoeia in Meänkieli, at least not written in Swedish or English. The definition of an 
onomatopoeic word is “a word which depicts a sound phenomenon, i. e. an iconic relation between 
speech sound and non-speech sound.” Onomatopoeic words can be more or less obvious, and in 
this study all words depicting some kind of sound are included. Examples of English onomatopoeic 
words are knock, splash, babble, rustle, patter, crack, clang etc. Onomatopoeic words sometimes 
have additional semantic dimensions of “water” or “movement”. This study does not concern all 
onomatopoeic words in Swedish, Meänkieli and Finnish, only those beginning with consonant 
clusters. The method was the following. The online dictionary for Meänkieli and Swedish, 
Meänkieli-ruotti sanakirja (33 000 lexical entries), was searched for finding Meänkieli 
onomatopoeic words beginning with consonant clusters, and the online Finnish-Swedish 
dictionary, Stora Finsk-svenska ordboken (109 000 lexical entries), was searched for Finnish 
onomatopoeic words beginning with consonant clusters. Onomatopoeia in Swedish consonant 
clusters has been thoroughly studied in Abelin (1999), which built on the Dictionary of the Swedish 
Academy (SAOL 10; 135 000 lexical entries). In the present study all initial consonant clusters in 
Swedish, Meänkieli and Finnish were analyzed. The study departed from the results in Abelin 
(1999) where all Swedish initial consonant clusters were analyzed regarding how onomatopoeic 
they are. Both the Meänkieli and the Finnish dictionaries are published online, and they are easily 
searched for initial clusters. The number of resulting excerpted words from the dictionaries have 
to be evaluated in the light of the different sizes of the dictionaries, and the different ways of 
including words as lexical entries, such as compounds, derivations or technical terms. Nevertheless, 
some quantitative comparisons can be made. One conclusion is that Meänkieli phonotactically has 
similarities with Swedish in the use of initial consonant clusters for onomatopoeia, see figure 1. 
Looking at the percent of onomatopoeic words it is clear that Meänkieli differs much from Finnish, 
see figure 2. The onomatopoeic meanings connected with the consonant clusters are not identical 
to the use in Swedish but points to independent semantic innovations in Meänkieli. Meänkieli is 
possibly influenced by the phonotactic structures of Swedish, but it uses the consonant clusters for 
onomatopoeic meanings differently from those in Swedish.  



  
Figure 1. Number of initial consonant clusters and number of initial consonant clusters used for 
onomatopoeia. 
 

 
Figure 2. Percent onomatopoeic words with initial consonant clusters in relation to the total 
number of words beginning with consonant clusters. 
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Norwegian Fakespeak – a pilot study 
Silje Susanne Alvestad 
University of Oslo 
In this talk I will present the results of a pilot study connected to the research project 
"Fakespeak: The language of fake news. Fake news detection based on linguistic cues". The 
project involves a core group of linguists and computer scientists from Norway and UK 
whose primary objective is to reveal the grammatical and stylistic features of the language of 
fake news, Fakespeak, in Russian, Norwegian and English. The secondary objective is to 
improve existing fake news detection systems by, i.a., automating the defining linguistic 
features of Fakespeak. The goal is to enable fake news detection systems to identify 
potentially harmful fake news items in a more accurate, efficient and timely manner than 
offered by current state-of-the-art systems. By automating the features of Fakespeak the 
research group will enable the systems to flag only deliberate disinformation, excluding, e.g., 
(inadvertent) misinformation, satire and texts reflecting a certain set of opinions. 

Fake news is defined as news items that are meant to be deceptive and in which case 
the author knows that they are false (see, e.g., Horne and Adalı 2017: 2). 

The Norwegian pilot study is inspired by a study conducted by PhD student Helena 
Woodfield at the University of Birmingham (see Grieve 2019): Jayson Blair, a former 
journalist in the NYT, was found to have occasionally fabricated news stories. The NYT 
tagged the fabricated texts, resulting in two datasets; one dataset of true news and one of 
fabricated stories, both datasets being written by the same author. The linguists subjected the 
two datasets to Register Analysis, a method that is based on the assumption that the 
grammatical features of a text vary according to its communicative purpose. They 
hypothesized that, given the distinct communicative purposes of the texts in the two 
datasets—to deceive versus to inform—the true texts and the fabricated texts should be 
grammatically distinct (op. cit.: 24). They compared the relative frequencies of certain 
grammatical features across the two text sets, and their overall conclusion is that Blair writes 
in a more formal style in his true stories, while he is more ‘involved’ in his fabricated stories. 
The features of Blair’s true stories coincide with those of informationally dense writing, 
whereas the features of his false stories are similar to those of interactive discourse. Thus, 
based on Blair’s authorship, real news features include longer average word length and 
nominalisations (the use of nouns ending in -tion, -ment, -ness, -ity), while fake news features 
include the increased use of 1st and 3rd person pronouns, and the more widespread use of the 
present tense and emphatics, such as really and most (op. cit.: 32). By comparing fake and 
genuine articles written by one and the same author we control for several potential sources of 
error, such as differences in genre (e.g., blog post vs. mainstream media news article), 
authorship (distinct authors write in distinct ways), news outlet (the features of an alt-right 
blog post will be distinct from those of an article in the Wall Street Journal, for example), etc. 

In the pilot study I will examine what this is like in Norwegian. It is a study of some 
intriguing datasets: NRK, the Norwegian Broadcasting Company, in fall 2019 devoted a 
programme to a controversial experiment conducted in connection with the Norwegian 
regional elections that were held in spring the same year. Exposing the pupils at a Norwegian 
secondary school to fake news and other kinds of disinformation, and misinformation, in 
social media for six months the team behind the television series wanted to see if they could 
affect the election results. The fabricated articles are written by journalists, and I have 
compared their fabricated texts with datasets of some of their genuine articles seeking to 
answer the following research questions: 1) What are the stylistic and grammatical features of 
Norwegian Fakespeak? 2) How does Fakespeak relate to other kinds of deceptive language? 
3) What linguistic features distinguish fake news from real news, on the one hand, and texts 
belonging to genres such as satire and parody, on the other?  
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Layers of subordinate clauses: A view from causal af-því-að-clauses in Icelandic 

Ásgrímur Angantýsson & Łukasz Jędrzejowski 

University of Iceland & University of Cologne 

 

Introduction In this talk, we examine adverbial causal clauses in modern Icelandic introduced by af 

því að. Semantically, we argue that af-því-að-clauses can be interpreted as eventuality-related, 

evidence-based or speech-act-related clauses. Syntactically, we show that af-því-að-clauses can be 

analyzed as central, peripheral or disintegrated adverbial clauses in the sense claimed by Haegeman 

(2010, 2012) and Frey (2011, 2012, 2016). Based on Krifka (to appear), we assume af-því-að-clauses 

to be assertive clauses attaching – depending on their interpretation – as Tense Phrase, Judge Phrase 

or Act Phrase modifiers. 
 

Phenomenon Adverbial af-því-að-clauses can introduce three reason relations (cf. van Dijk 1977, 

Schiffrin 1987, Sweetser 1990, and Frey 2016 for cross-linguistic data).  In (1), the proposition 

embedded in the causal clause is interpreted as a fact causing another fact. Concretely, the fact that 

John loved a female person is a reason for why he came back. We refer to it as an eventuality-related 

interpretation. In (2), the speaker specifies the reason for why (s)he thinks the matrix clause is true. 

Accordingly, the speaker takes the event of John’s coming back to be a reasonable argument to assume 

that he must (have) be(en) in love with a female person. Following Morreall (1979), we talk about an 

evidential use of af því að and refer to it as an evidenced-based interpretation. Finally, the speech act 

causal clause in (3) reveals the motivation for why the speaker is performing a speech act. It gives the 

cause of the speech act associated with the matrix clause. In this case, we talk about a speech-act-

related interpretation. Remarkably, although the examples given in (1)–(3) receive the different 

semantic interpretations, they are all introduced by a single complementizer. This variation calls for 

an adequate analysis. 
 

Analysis To capture the variation of af-því-að-clauses, we adopt a novel approach to adverbial 

modifiers developed by Krifka (to appear), who takes assertions to be linguistic objects requiring a 

formal representation in the syntax. He makes a distinction between propositions, judgements, and 

commitments. A proposition φ is represented by a Tense Phrase, TP. Private judgements are assumed 

to be encoded in a Judge Phrase, JP, equipped with a syntactic head that turns a proposition φ into the 

propositional function that a judge x judges the proposition φ to be true. It is represented as x J– φ, 

whereby J– stands for the head of the JP. Public assertions are expressed in a Commitment Phrase, 

ComP, possessing the head ⊢ turning a proposition φ into the propositional function that speaker x is 

publicly committed in world i to φ: x ⊢i φ. On top of that, it is necessary to distinguish assertions from 

questions. According to Krifka (to appear: 6), “[i]n an assertion, a speaker makes a public commitment 

to a proposition, whereas in a question, the speaker restricts the possible continuations of a 

conversation so that the addressee makes a public commitment to a proposition.” This means that both 

assertions and questions are based on commitments and, correspondingly, equipped with ComP. 

Based on Woods (2016), Krifka takes ActP to be able to occur not only in main clauses but also in 

selected types of subordinate clauses. Evidence for the availability of the functional projections ActP, 

ComP, and JP comes from adverbial modifiers associated with the particular projection. A sample of 

selected Icelandic adverbial modifiers is given (4). We claim that eventuality-related causal clauses, 

(1), can be TP, JP or ActP modifiers, evidence-based causal clauses, (2), can be JP or ActP modifiers, 

and speech-act-related causal clauses, (3), are ActP modifiers throughout. In addition, we show that 

if causal af-því-að-clauses are TP adjuncts, they should be analyzed as central adverbial clauses, if 

they attach at the JP level, they are to be analyzed as peripheral adverbial clauses, and if they adjoin 

at the ActP level, they should be considered disintegrated adverbial clauses. Main arguments for our 

analysis come from: i) licensing conditions of the adverbial modifiers listed in (4) within af-því-að-

clauses, ii) binding data, iii) negation scope, iv) movement restrictions, and v) clausal anaphora. 
 

Conclusion As it turns out, a single adverbial complementizer can give rise to different interpretations. 

Based on causal af-því-að-clauses in Icelandic, we show that these interpretations are encoded in the 

grammar and do not arise via a pragmatic reasoning (contra Sweetser 1990). It follows that less 

integrated structures have more interpretative freedom than more strongly integrated ones. 

kristiha
Underline



Examples 

 

(1) Jón kom aftur  af því að hann elskaði hana. 

 Jón come.3SG.PST  back because he love.3SG.PST her 

 ‘Jón came back because he loved her.’ 

 

(2) Jón elskaði hana, af því að hann kom aftur. 

 Jón love.3SG.PST her because he come.3SG.PST back 

 ‘Jón loved her, since he came back.’ 

 

(3) Hvað ertu að gera í kvöld, af því að það er 

 what be.2SG doing tonight because there be.3SG 
 

(3) góð mynd í bíó. 

 a good movie in the cinema 

         ‘What are you doing tonight, since there is a good movie in the cinema.’ 

 

(4) a. JP modifiers: JP modifiers: sannarlega ‘certainly’, líklega ‘probably’, sennilega ‘probably’,   

greinilega ‘obviously’, að því er virðist ‘apparently’, að því er sagt er ‘allegedly’ 

b. ComP modifiers: ég get svarið það ‘by God; I can swear it’, ég sver ‘I swear’, í alvöru talað 

‘seriously; in seriousness/reality’, í fullri alvöru ‘in full seriousness’, án gríns ‘without fun’ 

c. ActP modifiers: í hreinskilni sagt ‘honestly’, ef svo má segja ‘if one can say so’, meðal 

annarra orða ‘by the way’, sem betur fer ‘fortunately’, í fyrsta/öðru lagi ‘firstly/secondly’ 

skiljanlega ‘understandably’, samt ‘however’. 
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V1, V2 and information structure in the history of Icelandic
Hannah Booth and Christin Beck
University of Konstanz

In this paper, we provide an account for the diachrony of V1 and V2 in Icelandic, focusing on
changes in how information structure is encoded syntactically. We argue that the previously
observed decreasing frequency of V1 (Sigurðsson 1990; Butt et al. 2014) is related to an on-
going change concerning the preferred structural position for subject topics. Our claims are
supported by novel corpus evidence from IcePaHC (Wallenberg et al. 2011) and the formal
analysis is conducted within Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG, Bresnan et al. 2016; Dalrym-
ple et al. 2019), which allows us to neatly capture the changing associations between clause
structure and information structure. As we show, this overall change can also be linked to
wider diachronic developments in Icelandic at clause-level.

V2 is robustly attested in Old Icelandic matrix declaratives. The only deviation from V2 are
V1 structures, e.g. (1).

(1) Þórir
dare.PRS

hann
he.NOM

þá
then

eigi
NEG

að
to

stefna
go.INF

til
to

gatnanna.
paths.DEF

‘He then dares not make for the paths.’ (1250, Sturlunga.445.2015)

Using the LFG architecture – where constituency and functional information are handled sep-
arately – we can neatly capture the restricted possibilities for verb position in Old Icelandic by
assuming that I is an obligatory functional category, a fixed structural position for finiteness.
Thus, in this account, V2 and V1 sentences are both rooted in IP; the only difference is that for
V2 SpecIP is occupied, for V1 it is not (cf. Rögnvaldsson & Thráinsson 1990). This is contra
accounts which assume that the finite verb is in C in V1 declaratives (e.g. Sigurðsson 1990 and
Franco 2008). The latter are motivated by the assumption that SpecIP is a unique subject posi-
tion, within a framework where subjects are defined via position. In LFG, subjects are captured
at f-structure and need not be associated with a fixed structural position (Dalrymple 2001), thus
an IP-rooted account is in principle as acceptable as a CP-rooted account. In fact, as we show,
there are empirical arguments in favour of an IP-rooted account.

V2 is robustly attested throughout the diachrony, with V1 still an option in the modern stage.
Therefore we assume that the c(onstituency)-structure of Icelandic remains stable over time.
However, V1 decreases in frequency. Our proposal is that this is connected with changes in the
way information structure is encoded syntactically, as indicated by diachronic corpus evidence.
In Old Icelandic, subject topics can be clause-initial (in SpecIP) but are also frequently postfi-
nite, e.g. (1). Our corpus findings indicate that subject topics increasingly target SpecIP over
time, and thus V2 increases at the expense of V1. We interpret this as SpecIP becoming more
firmly associated with subject topics, which has consequences for the information-structural
mappings for the rest of the clause. We also show that this overall change can also be linked
to wider diachronic developments in Icelandic concerning two prefield phenomena previous
observed for historical Icelandic, namely Stylistic Fronting (Hróarsdóttir 1998; Rögnvaldsson
1996) and the rise of expletive það (Eythórsson & Sigurðardóttir 2016; Hróarsdóttir 1998;
Rögnvaldsson 2002; Booth 2018, 2019).
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Stacking auxiliaries in Germanic. Teasing apart semantic and structural restrictions 

Evie Coussé 

University of Gothenburg 

Germanic languages share the ability to combine auxiliaries into verbal complexes, but differ with 

respect to what auxiliary combinations are allowed. English is known for its lack of flexibility 

when it comes to stacking auxiliaries (understood in the traditional sense, including modal verbs). 

Modal verbs, for instance, cannot be embedded under other modals or under perfect auxiliaries, as 

in (1). Other Germanic languages, like Swedish and Dutch, readily accept such patterns, as 

illustrated in (2) and (3).  

(1) *She must can read a book. *She has can read a book. (English) 

(2) Hon måste kunna läsa en bok. Hon har kunnat läsa en bok. (Swedish) 

(3) Ze moet een boek kunnen lezen. Ze heeft een boek kunnen lezen. (Dutch) 

This contribution explores the underlying motivations that restrict the combinatorial patterns found 

in verbal complex in Germanic. The data for this investigation is taken from previous empirical 

studies of combinatory patterns, in particular Loman (1958) on auxiliary combinations in Swedish, 

Brandt (1999) on modal combinations in Danish, and Coussé & Bouma (forthcoming) on auxiliary 

combinations in Dutch.  

One restriction on combinatorial patterns is semantic in nature, i.e. the stacking of auxiliaries 

reflects semantic scope restrictions. This insight has been articulated for Swedish in Teleman et 

al. (1999), stating that subject-autonomous verbs, for instance, may select subject-oriented verbs, 

but not the other way round. Coussé & Bouma (forthcoming) relates the asymmetric selection 

patterns found in Dutch to hierarchies of functional categories, which were first uncovered in 

cross-linguistic studies, and later incorporated in both functional and generative frameworks.  

Another type of restriction is structural in nature, i.e. some auxiliaries lack non-finite forms, which 

prevents their use in embedded position. For English, the lack of non-finite forms for modals verbs 

is an often cited argument why modal verbs cannot be embedded under another modal or a perfect 

auxiliary. Likewise, Teleman et al. (1999: 291) mentions that Swedish auxiliaries such as lär, 

torde, må and matte, only have finite forms and as such cannot appear in embedded position. 

This contribution will discuss the status of these restrictions in the Germanic languages, with an 

empirical focus on English, Swedish and Dutch. It will be argued that semantic scope restrictions 

are cross-linguistically valid and may be expected to be cognitively motivated whereas the 

structural restrictions are more language-specific and relate to the specific grammaticalization 

history of each of the individual auxiliaries.  
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Distinctive collexeme analysis of Swedish comitative markers med and tillsammans med 

Jan Čermák & Silvie Cinková 
Faculty of Arts & Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University, Prague, Czechia 
 

In this corpus-based study which follows up on our previous research (Čermák, 2019), 
collocations of 198 Swedish verbs and comitative preposition phrases (med x “with x”, and 
tillsammans med x “together with x”), whose distinct complements were selected using tf-idf 
score and annotated for animacy, were investigated using Distinctive Collexeme Analysis 
(Stefanowitsch & Gries, 2003, Gries & Stefanowitsch, 2004).  

The data were obtained from 146 corpora within Språkbanken (Borin et al., 2012) and further 
manipulated in R studio (R Core team, 2014). The dataset consisted of a verb followed by med 
or tillsammans med up to 4 slots from the verb. The preposition was linked to the verb through 
a dependency relation. The complement of (tillsammans) med, placed up to 5 slots from the 
preposition variant, could be either a noun or a personal pronoun. Again, it was linked to med 
through a dependency relation. Phrasal verbs were excluded in the query. 

In the dataset, each combination of a verb, one of the two preposition variants and its 
complement was given a tf-idf value, expressing how specific the individual collocations were. 
Subsequently, only distinct combinations were filtered, and for a random selection of 200 
verbs, 50 complements of med and 50 of tillsammans med with the highest tf-idf were chosen 
and annotated according to animacy. Ambiguous cases were excluded. 

Subsequently, a table containing sums of distinct animate prepositional complements for each 
verb was created and a script for Distinctive Collexeme Analysis (Gries, 2014) was run. 
Although the research differs significantly from the typical use of the method which operates 
with absolute frequencies, it is still possible to see some interesting patterns in its results. Verbs 
with the highest attraction towards med and tillsammans med are shown in Table 1 and 2 
respectively. 

Among the verbs that seem to be most attracted to med are ones that take the comitative 
preposition phrase as their argument, while tillsammans med co-occurs as an adjunct with verbs 
where med-phrases selected by tf-idf would more often be inanimate and associated with the 
semantic role of an instrument (e.g. styra “steer, rule”), manner or an event (e.g. fortsätta 
“continue”). Analysing the collocations shows how complements of the two preposition 
variants vary semantically. Furthermore, by comparing the animate complements with the 
inanimate ones it is possible to link the distinct sets of prepositional complements to different 
meanings of the verbs such as höra. 

However, one must bear in mind that the prepositional complements selected reflect the highest 
tf-idf (i.e. complements which characterize best a given combination of a verb and a preposition 
variant compared to other complements, taking both frequency but also uniqueness into 
consideration) and not absolute frequency. For example, when looking at absolute frequencies 
of the collocations, there is a striking difference between the number of hits: the co-occurrence 
of a verb with med and its complements can be more than 100 times more common than with 
tillsammans med. An extreme case is the verb hänga (“to hang, loiter”; as a phrasal verb with 
med meaning “to understand, follow”): complements of med have the frequency of 35,722 
while the collocation with tillsammans med and its complements gives only 40 hits. By using 
tf-idf, complements occurring only once were sometimes selected, such as misspellings or 
proper nouns. The results are thus most likely skewed, and it is impossible to make any 
generalizations or draw conclusions about the validity of the results.   



Verb Gloss M TM Coll. 

strength 

höra hear, consult, belong 26 5 9.009 

passa fit, match, look after 23 9 5.815 

diskutera discuss 40 30 5.557 

hänga hang, loiter 30 19 5.134 

tillsätta appoint, add 15 4 4.763 

hålla hold, agree (phrasal) 35 28 4.574 

ta take 23 14 4.211 

umgås hang out 43 42 4.148 

mysa feel comfortable/cozy 34 30 3.933 

prata talk 37 35 3.831 

ingå be included, enter 22 16 3.416 

dansa dance 34 34 3.280 

dela share 32 32 3.120 

hamna end up 21 18 2.731 

känna feel 25 24 2.711 

festa party 33 38 2.522 

bo reside 37 45 2.483 

käka eat 20 19 2.302 

inta take, eat 7 3 1.944 

bereda prepare 15 14 1.885 

bilda build 20 24 1.609 

flytta move 28 39 1.512 

älska love, make love 15 17 1.441 

spendera spend 27 38 1.440 

flyga fly 25 35 1.384 

regera rule 22 30 1.346 

Table 1: Verbs attracted to the prepositional 

phrase with med; M = med, TM = 

tillsammans med; Collostruction strength 

has been rounded to three decimal places. 

Verb Gloss M TM Coll. 

strength 

gripa seize, detain 0 39 6.155 

styra steer, rule 0 35 5.522 

avsluta finish, end 0 29 4.573 

vinna win 0 26 4.099 

fortsätta continue 1 31 3.870 

möta meet 1 30 3.724 

laga repair, cook 2 35 3.674 

öppna open 2 34 3.539 

svara answer 0 22 3.467 

välja choose 1 27 3.291 

besluta decide 3 36 3.183 

stå stand 2 31 3.136 

medverka contribute 3 34 2.932 

tänka think 1 24 2.863 

börja begin 3 33 2.809 

starta start 3 33 2.809 

komma fram arrive 3 32 2.686 

bestämma decide 4 35 2.552 

utforma design 2 26 2.480 

be beg 5 36 2.237 

kommentera comment 5 36 2.237 

avgöra decide 4 31 2.102 

bygga build 2 23 2.098 

fixa repair, organize 3 26 1.970 

leda lead 3 26 1.970 

vänta wait 3 26 1.970 

Table 2: Verbs attracted to the prepositional 

phrase with tillsammans med; M = med, 

TM = tillsammans med; Collostruction 

strength has been rounded to three decimal 

places. 
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The Faroese map task: Studying Faroese intonation 
Nicole Dehé & Christiane Ulbrich  

University of Konstanz 
 
The present paper reports on first results from a map task study designed to study Faroese 
intonation. Like Icelandic, Faroese is an intonation language; unlike Norwegian and Swedish, 
it does not have tonal accents. Pitch accents, typically pitch peaks, mark the most prominent 
syllable(s) of an utterance, but nothing is known about pitch accent types and their distribution. 
According to Lockwood (1977) and Árnason (2011), declaratives start at a relatively high pitch 
level and have a downward trend towards a low terminus. According to Lockwood (1977: 25f.), 
questions, including polar questions (PQs), wh-questions (whQs), question tags (QTs) and 
declarative questions (declQs), have rising intonation. According to Árnason (2011: 324), 
however, Faroese wh-questions can be falling. Faroese intonation is also reported to show 
regional variation, with special varieties in Vágar and Suðuroy (Árnason 2011: 325f.).  

The present study aims to describe the intonation of declaratives and questions in Faroese 
and to identify pitch accent types and boundary tones. The results for Faroese will be compared 
to the intonation of Icelandic in order to identify differences and commonalities between the 
two close relatives.  

The data used here is taken from a map task experiment carried out by the authors of the 
paper in three locations in the Faroe Islands, 26-28 Feb 2019. The maps were the same as those 
used in related research on Icelandic by the first author, except that all the names of landmarks 
and streets were adapted to Faroese by a native speaker. We recorded 16 map task dialogues, 
i.e. 32 speakers: 10 in Klaksvík (island Borðoy), 10 in Tórshavn (Streymoy), and 12 in 
Vestmanna (Streymoy). All dialogues were transcribed by native speakers of Faroese, and 
edited and coded in terms of individual utterance types by the first author. We report results 
from the 10 speakers recorded in Klaksvík (7 female, 3 male). All in all, they produced 819 
declaratives, 356 PQs, 146 wh-Qs, 43 QTs, and 55 DeclQs, along with other utterance types 
not analyzed here. All utterances were annotated in Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2019). 

Our (preliminary) results show the following. Declaratives follow the pattern described 
by Árnason (2011), i.e. their F0 contour generally shows a downward trend towards a low 
terminus. The default nuclear pitch accent is a high or rising accent; the peak is realized within 
the stressed syllable (H* or L+H*). Other possible pitch accent types include H+!H*, i.e. a fall 
on the stressed syllable from a high to a medium pitch level, which then falls further towards 
L%. For question intonation, our data support Lockwood's claim that all questions types, 
including non-canonical QTs and DeclQs, are generally rising to H%. The nuclear pitch accent 
in PQs is typically high, followed by a fall then rise to H%. In rising whQs, the nuclear accent 
is typically L*, followed by the final rise. The wh-pronoun in whQs may be realized with a 
prenuclear peak accent (H*). 

Comparing Icelandic and Faroese, the nuclear contour in declaratives seems to be similar 
(rising-falling or falling from a high stressed syllable), although H+!H* has not been found to 
be a member of the Icelandic tonal inventory. One important difference between the two 
languages is question intonation. While PQs as well as whQs in Icelandic are typically realized 
with contours falling to L% (Árnason 2011, Dehé 2018, Dehé & Braun 2020), both Faroese 
PQs and whQs are rising to H%.  
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The role of D-features and case in clausal nominalization: an account from Icelandic 
Mirko Garofalo
University of Iceland

The nominalization hypothesis posits that clausal arguments (CArgs) preceded by an overt
determiner or pronoun are embedded into a DP-shell (cf. Borsley and Kornfilt 2000; Roussou
1991 among others) whenever a CP can not be selected as  argument or when case must be
assigned. This hypothesis is challenged by alternative models which claim a) that CArgs are
DPs even if the determiner does not surface (Thráinsson 1979; Knyazev 2016), or b) that all
CArgs are  CPs  and the  determiner  is  in  Spec,C.  The  latter  view has  been  proposed for
English (see Stroik (1994); Yoon (2001)). 

This study claims that Icelandic provides strong arguments in favor of the nominalization
hypothesis. Firstly, as shown in (1a-b), a CArg introduced by demonstrative það (‘that’) can
not  be  the  complement  of  a  clause-selecting  verb  unless  a  regular  DP is  also  allowed.
Secondly, clausal subjects must be preceded by það in subject position (see (2a-b)), which is
expected considering that Spec,T can only host DP subjects as no other category can check
the D-feature in T. Thirdly, extraction from CArgs is only possible if the pronoun does not
surface (see Thráinsson (1979)), which indicates that there must be an additional projection
embedding  the  CP  preceded  by það.  All  this  suggests  that  pronounless  CArgs  are  not
embedded into a DP shell. In relation to nominalized CArgs, I assume það occupies the Spec
position of the DP shell and not the head (cf. e.g. Roussou 1991) as it is a demonstrative
pronoun (cf. Brugé (2002)). In this way, extraposition is the result of leftward movement of
það, and not of CP-movement to a right-adjoined position which would otherwise entail that
one can cross via extraposition the same DP shell that blocks extraction. Extraposition as CP-
movement is expected in a traditional DP structure headed by það.

A further claim of this study is that the distribution of nominalized and bare  CArgs in
Icelandic is determined by both case assignment and D-feature checking. Since CP subjects
are possible in pre-verbal position (see (3)), they must be filtered out in Spec,T as they are
unable to check the D-feature in T. However, the fact that they can still surface in pre-verbal
position when nominative case is assigned suggests that structural case does not provide case
features to check (see also Swedish, e.g. Josefsson (2006)). These facts contrast with previous
cross-linguistic analyses which posit that clausal subjects must be nominalized in order to be
assigned structural case (see Roussou (1991); Hartman (2012) among others) or that they
must have a realized D-head (Knyazev (2016)). The languages analyzed in these accounts
differ  from Icelandic  in  that  they  are  not  V2  languages  and,  therefore,  can  not  display
structures like (3b). My claim is also supported by the fact that það is always optional before
clausal objects that are assigned structural case (both nom. and acc.), independently from the
meaning of  the matrix  verb  (see  (4a-b)).  The same applies  to  accusative  clausal  indirect
objects,  which  must  be  preceded  by  það in  situ but  not  after  passivization  (see  (8-9)),
similarly to clausal subjects. This suggests that also Appl provides a D-feature. However, an
open question here is how the trace left by a CP can check a D-feature (cf. Garofalo (2020)).
   Lexical case, on the other hand, corresponds to case features that can only be checked by
nominalized CArgs. This applies both to subjects (see genitive case assignment in (5), which
also rules out CPs in Spec,C) and objects (see dat. and gen. case assignment in (6)).  The
distinction  between  structural  and  lexical  case  presented  here  is  quite  consistent  with
Dependent Case Theory (e.g. Marantz (2001); Preminger (2011)), as the former depends on
relations between DPs rather than case features that need to be checked. A subset of verbs,
however, can exceptionally select CPs even if they are able to assign lexical case (see (7)). It
is possible that these verbs can select CPs without assigning case, as nominalized objects of
these verbs can drop case assignment after passivization (see (10-11)).



(1a) Ég ætla *[DP þetta]/[(*það) að fara heim]  (1b) Ég þrái [DP þetta]/[(það) að fara heim]
       I    intend    this     thatACC  to go    home              I    desire   this     thatACC  to go    home 
       Lit: ‘I intend this / to go home’                            Lit: ‘I desire this / to go home’
(2a) Er [það     að sjóða kartöflur] mjög auðvelt? (2b) *Er [að sjóða kartöflur] mjög auðvelt?
       is   thatNOM to cook potatoes     very easy                is     to cook potatoes    very easy
     ‘Is it easy to cook potatoes?’                                     Meant: ‘Is it easy to cook potatoes?’
(3a) [Það     að sjóða kartöflur] er mjög auðvelt    (3b) [Að sjóða kartöflur] er mjög auðvelt 
         thatNOM to cook potatoes   is very easy                   to   cook potatoes    is  very easy
          ‘Cooking potatoes is easy’                                    ‘Cooking potatoes is easy’
(4a) Ég harma [(það)  að Sara skuli vera hér]        (4b) Mér leiðist [(það)    að hlusta á hann] 
       I   regret  thatACC that Sara shall be  here                  Me  bores   thatNOM to listen to him  
      ‘I regret it that Sara is here’                                     ‘I’m bored of listening to him’
(5a)Varð [*(þess) að hún væri farin] ekki vart? (5b)[*(Þess) að hún væri farin] varð ekki vart
    became thatGEN that she was gone unnoticed      thatGEN that she was gone became unnoticed
      ‘Did it go unnoticed that María left?’               ‘It went unnoticed that María left’
(6a) Ég fagnaði [*(því) að Sara væri komin]     (6b) Ég sakna [*(þess) að hafa þig hjá mér]
        I   rejoiced thatDAT that Sara were come              I    miss    thatGEN to have you by me
       ‘I rejoiced for the fact that Sara came’                ‘I miss having you with me’
(7a)Sara spáði   [(því)    að Gísli myndi sigra] (7b)María spurði [(þess) hvort Jón væri farinn]
      Sara predicted thatDAT that Gísli would win     María asked   thatGEN whether Jón was gone
      ‘Sara predicted that Gísli would win’              ‘María asked whether Jón was gone’           
(8) Ritgerðin  sviptir  [*(það) að   Konrad hafi fórnað    sér]       öllu vægi          í   sögunni
    essay.the  deprives thatACC  that Konrad has sacrificed himself all importance in story.the
  ‘The essay deprives the fact that Konrad sacrificed himself of all its importance in the story’
(9) [(Það)  að  Konrad hafi fórnað       sér]       var   svipt       öllu vægi           í   sögunni
      thatNOM that Konrad has sacrificed himself was deprived all    importance in story.the
      ‘The fact that Konrad sacrificed himself was deprived of all its importance in the story’
(10)[(Því/Það) að   Haraldur       væri sekur] var   haldið fram
        thatABS/DAT that HaraldurNOM was  guilty was claimed
        ‘It was claimed that Haraldur was guilty’
(11) [(Því/*Það) að   hann útskrifaðist] var  fagnað
        thatABS/DAT   that he    graduated    was celebrated
        ‘The fact that he graduated was celebrated’
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Prepositional object clauses in German and Dutch 
Lutz Gunkel & Jutta M. Hartmann 
Leibniz-Institut für Deutsche Sprache / Bielefeld University 
 
The issue. One of the major issues in the Germanic OV languages Dutch (NL) and German 
(DE) is whether or not complement clauses are base-generated in the right-periphery as 
complements (Kayne 1994, Zwart 1993, Haider 1997), as adjuncts (e.g., Koster 1978, 
Webelhuth 1992) or moved there via some rule of extraposition (e.g., Müller 1995, Büring/ 
Hartmann 1997, Göbbel 2007). In this talk we address this question based on prepositional 
object clauses. Such PO-clauses occur in both languages with a strong (sPPF) or weak (wPPF) 
prepositional proform (PPF, DE: weak: drunter, drüber, etc.; strong: darüber, darauf, etc.; NL: 
weak: ervan, erover, etc., strong: daarvan, daarover, etc.), which is optional with some verbs. 
Main data. (D1) In DE the sPPF + clause can form a constituent and appear clause initially 
(VF), in the middle field (MF) or extraposed (NF), see (1). This is impossible for DE wPPFs 
and for all NL PPFs. (In NL clausal constituents are hardly acceptable in the MF anyway.) (D2) 
The clause cannot precede the PPF ((2), disregarding left dislocation structures). (D3) For both 
languages, the PPF can only be dropped, when the clause is extraposed (3). 
(1) a. Darüber/*drüber dass Maria kommt, freut        sich    Hans  schon    Tage  lang. DE 
  PPF                     that M.       comes   happy.is  REFL   H.      already  days  long 
 b. weil Hans sich darüber/*drüber, dass Maria kommt, freut 
 c. Hans hat sich gefreut darüber/??drüber, dass Maria kommt. 
(2) a. *Dass Maria kommt, freut Hans sich darüber. DE 
 b. *weil Hans sich, dass Maria kommt, freut darüber 
 c. *Gefreut, dass Hans kommt, hat sich Hans darüber schon lange. 
(3) a. Hans freut        sich   (darüber),  dass  Maria  gewonnen  hat. DE 
  H.     happy.is  REFL   PPF            that   M.       won           has 
 b. Dass Maria gewonnen hat, *(darüber) freut sich Hans. DE 
 c. ??[Dat Marie hem  steeds  plaagt],  klaagde        Jan. NL  
       that M.      him  always teases     complained  J. (Broekhuis/Corver 2015, 726) 
Analysis: Following Haider (1997, 2010), Inaba (2007) and Frey (2018), we take extraposed 
complement clauses to be base-generated in the NF as complements to the verb. With PO-
clauses DE allows for the two options in (4a) and (4b), whereas all forms in Dutch PO-clauses 
only allow for (4b). In (4a) PPF + clause form a constituent, but the PPF can also move into 
the the MF. In (4b) the PPF is a true correlate, fills the argument position and relates to the 
clause via some phoric relation (cf. Zifonun et al. 1997, Haider 2010 for similar ideas) This 
structural difference accounts for D1: the PP in (4a) can move as a constituent into the MF, 
whereas no such constituent is available in (4b). 
(4) a. [VP	...[VP V [PP darüberi	[CPi dass ...]]]] 
 b. [VP	eroveri/drüberi/∅i [V´ V [CPi dat/dass ...]]] 
Movement of the clause across the PPF is blocked in both (4a) and (4b) since it would lead to 
a type of strong cross-over effect because of the coindexation with the PPF (D2). D3 is due to 
the availability of a null form, which has to be base-generated in front of the verb, so it only 
appears in (4b). As a result, the clause cannot move across the correlate and is stuck in the NF.  
Method: Part of our analysis is based on two studies for German and Dutch, respectively,  that 
investigated whether those speakers that do allow for wh-extraction from a direct object clause, 
also allow for extraction from PO-clause without an overt PPF. The results suggest that ratings 
of wh-extraction from PO-clauses do not improve when the PPF is absent. Thus, we have 
evidence in favour of our analysis for a silent PPF. 
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The impact of English on the morphology and semantics of German in Namibia 
 
Sabine Häusler 
Seminar für Indogermanistik und Allgemeine Sprachwissenschaft, Martin-Luther-Universität 
Halle-Wittenberg 
 
German is one of the accepted minority languages in Namibia (spoken by about 20.000 Native 
speakers), while English functions as the official language and Afrikaans being the inter-
ethnical lingua franca. Due to this situation of language contact and German speaking persons 
being mostly bi- or trilingual German underwent several transformations concerning the 
lexicon, derivation, morphology and syntax during the last 100 years. Especially the influence 
of English increased (and superseded Afrikaans) since the political independence in 1990, not 
only on colloquial varieties and teenage slang - as could be expected, but also in texts of the 
Allgemeine Zeitung (the oldest and only daily newspaper) regarded as presenting the Namibia-
German standard variety adopting the Germany-German standard. This influence regards not 
only lexical borrowings/loanwords, but also borrowing processes in derivation, semantics and 
morphology resulting in hybrid formations, such as:  

• translation of complete lexemes, while keeping the English semantics: Der Auftrag wird 
ausgetragen.  

• translation of prefixes, while keeping the English root: einträiden < engl. to trade in 
• English lexemes with added German prefixes: abtschoppen < to chop 
• borrowing of phraseology: ein Problem aussortieren 
• borrowings in semantics: [...] da die meisten Service-Anbieter mindestens einmal pro 

Monat aus Sicherheitsgründen automatisch aus permanent engagierten Programmen 
rausschalten. 

• periphrastic and light-verb constructions: Sie sagten mir, ich soll sicher machen, dass 
die Frau wirklich tot ist 

The study is empirical dealing with a data collection and analysis of the Allgemeine Zeitung 
(accessible online-version). Data from contemporary texts shall be compared to texts from the 
middle of the last century of the same newspaper (containing less English and more loans from 
Afrikaans) to gain results concerning differences in token frequency and especially in types of 
borrowings and integration of loanwords. From a sociolinguistic point of view these findings 
can be contrasted to the quantity and quality of code-mixing in contemporary non-standard 
varieties of German in Namibia. 
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 PRO as a radically underspecified pronoun 
Roland Hinterhölzl 
Università di Ca' Foscari, Venice 

 
In this paper, I present arguments against the movement theory of control (MTC) coming from  
agreement and binding facts in German  and Icelandic and argue for an event-based version of the 
Agree theory of control (ATC), as developed by Landau (2000, 2003, 2006).  
 In particular, I will argue for a presuppositional account of pronominal reference, in which a 
pronoun's morphological features act as restrictions on the individual and situational argument of its 
nominal core that consists in the abstract predicate participant (x,s). In this scenario, PRO is 
analysed as a radically underspecified pronoun with its reference being primarily determined by 
binding its situation argument to the event argument of the higher verb in cases of obligatory 
control (OC). Moreover, I will argue for an alternative to the Case filter by showing that PRO 
receives case but remains null due to its lack of D-features. 
 
A) The alternative account: 
I argue for a compositional approach to pronouns. Pronouns have an abstract nominal core, as in 
(1). The D-element is a function that takes this predicate as input and maps it onto the relevant 
individual by imposing specific conditions both on the nature of the event argument and on the 
nature of the individual argument. The first person pronoun I in English is represented as given in 
(1). The crucial presuppositional conditions for the use of this pronoun are that a) x must be a 
singular participant  of the utterance situation (s Í U) where it functions as the speaker of this event 
[+S]. It is these features - supposed to be allocated in D - that semantically constrain the value of 
the denoted individual and that are spelled out with the phonological matrix I in English.    
 In this compositional approach to pronouns, PRO can be represented as a minimal pronoun, 
lacking any lexical feature in D, as is illustrated in (2). The identifying features constraining its 
denotation are supplied via binding and control where control is re-interpreted as an Agree relation 
in semantic features with a syntactic antecedent in the matrix clause. The crucial denotational 
restriction of PRO derives from the fact that its situation argument is bound to the event argument 
of the higher verb. 
 In this way, the referent of PRO is determined to be a participant of the event denoted by the 
matrix verb. PRO is anaphoric in that its event argument rather than its individual argument is 
bound to a syntactic antecedent. Crucially, PRO lacks any presuppositional features that can further 
constrain its interpretation. Its interpretation is thus crucially determined by the control properties of 
the matrix predicate. Binding of the situation argument rather than directly of the individual 
argument of PRO allows for a unified account of cases of obligatory exhaustive control (OC), cases 
of partial control (PC) and cases of lack of control in which PRO is taken to have an arbitrary or 
generic interpretation. It will be argued that the difference between exhaustive control and the other 
cases of control corresponds to the anaphoric and attributive use of nominal descriptions in the 
sense of Donnellan (1966). 
 
B) Case agreement and independent Case in Icelandic: 
In particular, I will address the differences in Case-agreement between OC and PC in Icelandic, 
reported in Sigurðsson (2008) and Sheehan (2017). In Icelandic, embedded predicates can agree in 
Case with the controller of PRO or show independent case, as in (3), taken to be assigned by the 
infinitival Tense head, except in cases of PC where only independent case is possible, as in (4).  
 I will argue that these differences can be accounted for, if it is assumed that the situation 
argument is not directly bound by the higher verb but rather that PRO is assigned a value for its 
situation argument via an Agree relation with infinitival Tense. The differences in agreement 
pattern is then explained by showing that the reference situation of infinitival Tense is bound by 
matrix Aspect in cases of PC, but by the matrix Tense head in cases of OC.  



 
(1) I      (2) PRO     
              
   nP        nP 
D          D                  
[+sg] [+S] participant (X,s)      participant (x, s) 
[s Í U]      
 
(3) Hun  bað  Olaf   að PRO  fara  bara  einn / einan   i visluna 
 she  asked  Olaf.ACC  to PRO  go  just  alone.NOM/ACC  to party.the 
(4) Hann  bað  Olaf   að PRO  hittast    einir / *eina 
 he  asked  Olaf  to  PRO meet  alone. NOM.M.PL /ACC.M.PL 
 
 



 

 

Høyst merkelig: A prosodically-restricted set of adverbs in Scandinavian and other 

European languages 

Jack Hoeksema & Renate Raffelsiefen 

University of Groningen & Freie Universität Berlin/Institut für deutsche Sprache, Mannheim 

The principle of phonology-free syntax (Zwicky 1969, Zwicky & Pullum 1986) rules out 

syntactic combinations that require for their well-formedness that certain phonological 

preconditions be met. Such restrictions are indeed rare and controversial (Miller, Pullum and 

Zwicky 1997). We discuss data for a set of adverbs of degree in a variety of European 

languages showing sensitivity to the number of syllables in the modified element. The items 

in question are words meaning high or its superlative, e.g. English highly (Bolinger 1972), 

French hautement, German höchst (van Os 1989), Dutch hoogst (Klein 1998), Swedish högst, 

Norwegian høyst, and Danish højst. The superlative cases are not semantically superlatives, 

much like English most in that was most ingenious, and lack some syntactic peculiarities of 

superlatives, such as the article het in Dutch or the preposition-article item am in German.  

Corpus data show that these adverbs have a strong, nearly absolute preference for 

polysyllabic and polymorphemic words (typically from stylistically elevated registers), 

compare highly influential, highly proficient with *highly rich or *highly strong. (We exclude 

cases like highly strung, since they do not have a degree reading: highly strung ≠ very 

strung). Consider data in Table 1 from Swedish (Språkbanken, modern texts, accessed Jan 3, 

2020, data include inflected forms such as stora). Similar distributions obtain for sets of 

comparable words in the other languages (e.g. Dutch hoogst, uiterst, heel, English highly, 

utterly, very). Table 2 provides some figures for English from the Sketch Engine webcorpus 

(English Web 2015, about 15 billion words). The case of strange shows that there are some 

exceptions to the ban on polysyllabic words in English as well, while insane shows that 

polysyllabicity is not a sufficient condition for the use of highly. We also note that some 

cases of highly need to be treated as non-degree modifiers (e.g. highly regarded = in high 

regard, highly esteemed, highly prized). In German, these would correspond to hoch, rather 

than höchst.  Dutch and Swedish likewise have uses of hoogst and högst which need to be 

filtered out (Dutch hoogst haalbaar ‘highest possible’, Swedish högst rankade ‘highest 

ranked’) since they involve a superlative meaning. 

We argue that the cross-linguistic similarities concerning the restrictions on 

highly/höchst and its relevant cognates are too striking to be coincidental and must be a 

contact phenomenon. Evidence for such an hypothesis comes from historical considerations 

(highly and its counterparts appear as degree modifiers in the 18
th

 century or thereabouts), 

and from evident similarities in distribution.  

 A key additional observation is that inflectional endings do not count. German 

*höchst schnelle ‘*highly fast’ is just as bad as *höchst schnell. This is evidence that the 

combination of höchst with an adjective precedes inflection, either because it is a lexicalized 

combination, or because syntactic merger in these cases precedes agreement. We also note a 

difference to the sensitivity to syllable structure in morphology, which is very common and 

tends to target a specific shape in the output form (e.g. a single foot in Swedish -is-suffixation 

as in fegis, tjockis, avis). By contrast, the prosodic restriction associated with högst, hoogst, 

highly appears to aim at the mere avoidance of monosyllabic stems, with no particular 

preference for either some specific foot structure or the exact number of syllables to appear in 

the output.  
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Modified 

Modifier↓ 

få bra kort svår stor      troligt osäker personlig olik relevant 

Högst 0 1 0 3 1 988 958 1030 183 468 

Ytterst 3226 24 131 621 64 14 214 96 34 88 

Mycket 2519 46100 3138 12871 21298 927 995 864 3450 243 

Table 1: Monosyllabic (yellow) and polysyllabic (green) adjectives with three modifiers 

 

 

  

Modified 

Modifier↓ 

hard low numb lame strange insane unlikely efficient successful 

highly 0 0 0 0 23 0 18521 20915 43601 

utterly 5 22 9 19 129 306 16 13 31 

very 7532 7235 72 360 9411 45 12581 19152 84925 

Table 2: Monosyllabic (yellow) and polysyllabic (green) adjectives with three modifiers  

 



V2 in Estonian is prosodically conditioned 

Anders Holmberg,        Heete Sahkai,                                Anne Tamm 

Newcastle University, Institute of Estonian Language, U. of Oxford & Károli Gáspár University  

 

The unmarked order in Estonian declarative main clauses is SVO. The finite verb precedes sentence-

medial adverbs, indicating that it has moved; see (1). If a constituent is fronted, the word order in 

the unmarked case is V2; see (2).  

(1) Mari küpsetab pühapäeviti tavaliselt  kooki. 

    Mari bake:3sg  on.Sundays  usually     cake:PAR  ‘Mari usually bakes cakes on Sunday.’  

 (2) Pühapäeviti küpsetab Mari  tavaliselt kooki.   

  on.Sundays  bake:3sg Mari  usually     cake:PAR ‘On Sundays Mari usually bakes cakes.’ 

There are exceptions, though, to V2 order in Estonian which distinguish it from Germanic V2.  Two 

prominent exceptions are the following: 

(i)    V3 order is common when the  subject is a weak pronoun. (cf. Vihman & Walkden 2020) 

     (3) a.   Pühapäeviti  ta        küpsetab   kooki. 

                  on.Sundays  he/she bake.3SG   cake.PAR 

           b.  *Pühapäeviti Mari   küpsetab  kooki. 

 (ii)   Nuclear-accented finite verbs tend to occur later in the clause. 

     (4)    Politseinik  tavaliselt  ESITLEB             ennast.   

              policeman usually      introduce.3SG self.PAR  ‘A policeman usually introduces himself.’ 

Our account of these exceptions is formulated in terms of prosodic constraints on the spell-out of 

movement chains, within a theory where Estonian is more similar to its sister language Finnish, a 

non-V2 language, than to the Germanic V2 languages (Holmberg 2015), as regards the left periphery.  

     Estonian and Finnish have a head Fin with a V-feature attracting the finite verb or auxiliary, and 

an EPP feature attracting an XP to spec-FinP (Holmberg & Nikanne 2002, Brattico et al 2013). In the 

unmarked case this is the subject, in the marked case any non-subject topical XP in Finnish, and any 

XP whatsoever in Estonian. Above Fin there is the head Op(erator), attracting whPs, relative 

pronouns, and contrastive XPs (such as pühapäeviti in (1-3)) (Brattico et al 2013). We claim that V2 

order is not the result of  verb movement to Op in Estonian, first because this would not help to 

explain Exception (i). Second, a comparison of Estonian and Finnish indicates that while Finnish has 

V-movement to Op, in yes-no questions, sentences with clitic C-particles, and polarity focus 

sentences (Brattico et.al 2013), present-day Estonian has only remnants of such movement.  

     Instead, following Tael (1990), we claim that there is a prosodic condition (5) in Estonian: 

(5)  The prosodic structure of a simple clause/an intonation phrase should immediately dominate 

maximally two prosodic phrases (ϕ).  

(3b) violates (5). The prosodic structure is: [ι  [ϕ Pühapäeviti] [ϕ Mari]  [ϕ küpsetab kooki]]. 

(3a) is fine because the light pronoun is contained in a prosodic phrase with the verb and object.    

The effect of constraint (5) in (2) is to prevent spell-out of the copy of the subject in spec-FinP, 

triggering spell-out of the lower copy in spec-TP instead, with V2 order as a result. Another prosodic 

constraint, “ι -domain heads prefer the right edge”, explains (4). We claim that the finite verb moves 

to Fin without exception, in Estonian as in Finnish, but a second prosodic constraint blocks the spell-

out of the nuclear-accented verb in Fin. Instead, it is spelled out in its first-merged position in VP. V2 

occurs only with a weakly accented verb. Germanic V2 is also derived by V-movement to Fin and XP-

movement to spec-FinP, but without exception: the verb moves whether it is accented or not. 
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The Grade 1 Amharic Curriculum Suggestions and the Teachers’ Classroom 

Practices: Alignments and Contradictions 

 

By: Nigistie Gedife Hunegnaw 

Addis Ababa University 

Abstract 

Different research works conducted on the Early Grade Reading achievements across Ethiopian 

schools revealed that the child learners stay poor achievers& non-readers in their Mother Tongue 

languages (including Amharic) even by the end of grades 2,3, and 4 (Piper, 2010),(McCormac, 

2012),(Getachew, 2016). The Ministry of Education has then revised the early grade Mother 

Tongue Curriculum in 2013. However, the poor performance of the children persists even 

afterwards as demonstrated by following studies (RTI, 2014), (RTI, 2016), (Yirgashewa & 

Therrien, 2016), (EGRA, 2019). The problem being deep rooted at a national level, the Amharic 

reading performance is also proved to be below the required standard and the minimum learning 

competencies(MLC) prescribed by the MOE are not met (Yirgashewa & Therrien, 2016). On the 

other hand, the curriculum materials seem to meet the scientific standards of child literacy. This is 

evident in the materials’ formatting and content presentations. The textbook presents raw 

instructional contents; the teacher’s guide suggests the general ways of lesson delivery having the 

lesson objectives, teaching strategies & assessment techniques for each content; and the course 

syllabus summarizes the instructional objectives, specific teaching and assessment techniques and 

the MLCs after each semester and grade level from grade 1-4 (MOE, 2013). Now, the question is 

to what extent are teachers practicing these curriculum contents& suggestions? Therefore, this 

research tries to investigate the teachers’ classroom practices at 3 government schools in Hawassa 

city, which has not been considered in studies so far. It tries to achieve two main objectives: firstly, 

it will present a simple review of the curriculum materials. Then, it will give analysis of the 

classroom practices in relation to the curriculum suggestions. Video-supported classroom 

observation and teachers’ interview are the data gathering instruments used. The results show that 

there are alignments and contradictions across the teacher practices. The findings in general 

suggest that more work should follow on the teachers’ professional & academic capacity building. 

 Key words, Curriculum, Reading, instruction, Amharic, Early Grade, Ethiopia, Hawassa 
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Phonological convergence in north-western Europe: language contact or drift?

Pavel Iosad

University of Edinburgh

I offer a framework for understanding convergent diachronic developments in the phonological

systems of unrelated languages, informed by the life cycle of phonological processes. I focus on

preaspiration of |fortis| stops (the traditional /p t k/ series) in several languages of north-west

Europe where preaspiration cannot be due to shared inheritance, including the North Germanic

languages, varieties of English, the Gaelic languages, Welsh, and the Sámi languages.

Preaspiration is often claimed to be typologically rare and diachronically unstable (Silverman

2003, Blevins 2017); hence, its appearance in unrelated languages with a history of contact is

often ascribed to that contact (Marstrander 1932, Posti 1954, Wagner 1964, Borgstrøm 1974,

Salmons 1992, Gunnar Ólafur Hansson 2001, Rießler 2008, McKenna 2013). However, this

scenario is open to challenge. First, more or less convincing non-contact scenarios for the

development of preaspiration in individual cases have been proposed (Ó Baoill 1980, Ó Murchú

1985, Ní Chasaide 1986, Goblirsch 2005). Second, it has been argued (Pétur Helgason 2002,

Clayton 2010) that variable, ‘weak’ forms of preaspiration, which authors such as Silverman

(2003) argue to be diachronically unstable, can persist over long time periods. Third, preaspir-

ation appears to be more widespread than often assumed, being recently described for Irish

(Ní Chasaide 1986), Welsh (Morris & Hejná 2019), English (Docherty & Foulkes 1999, Hejná

2015, Kettig 2015, Fiasson 2016), and North Germanic vernaculars (Pétur Helgason 2002,

Schaeffler 2005, Tengesdal 2015). Fourth, historical and sociolinguistic evidence does not

always support the possibility of contact-induced transfer (Iosad 2020).

Taken together, these arguments undermine the case for contact as the primary vector of

the spread of preaspiration in north-western Europe. I suggest, however, that the convergent

development of preaspiration in North Germanic, the Gaelic languages and the Sámi languages

should not be entirely written off as coincidental. Instead, I propose to view this development as

an instance of drift along the lines of Sapir (1921). Specifically, I suggest that the similarities

arise because the development of preaspiration follows the life cycle of phonological processes

(Bermúdez-Otero 2007, 2015). Under this account, preaspiration arises as a variable by-product

of the realization of laryngeal contrast. It can remain a variable phonetic rule (as in Ulster Irish,

Welsh, English, and some Norwegian varieties), but it can also (as in Icelandic and some Scottish

Gaelic varieties) enter the phonological grammar, with a concomitant narrowing in the range of

variation. Compatible accounts of the diachrony of preaspiration are offered by Gunnar Ólafur

Hansson (2001) and Pétur Helgason (2002) for North Germanic and Ó Maolalaigh (2010),

Clayton (2010) and Iosad (2020) for the Gaelic languages.

The suggestion that drift can arise as a consequence of initially variable phonetic patterns

proceeding along the life cycle, which makes them progressively more entangled in the cat-

egorical grammar, is consistent with the proposal by Joseph (2013) that the historical source of

‘drift’ in related languages is the narrowing of the range of variation found in the proto-language.

In the cases considered here, however, the original variation is not inherited, even though the

mechanism of drift is the same. I further suggest that the convergent developments have been

facilitated by the fact that the languages share significant commonalities in their phonological

grammar, particularly with respect to the role of moraic quantity (these may or not may be

contact-induced at a greater time depth; cf. Salmons [1992]). These similarities may ‘prime’ (in

the sense of Kiparsky [1995]) the co-option of similar phonetic cues such as preaspiration to

signal quantitative patterns, further contributing to the convergence. I also suggest that a similar

mechanism may have led to the rise of at least two other areal phenomena in the region: tonal

accents and sonorant pre-stopping.



Inversion with ditransitive verbs in Icelandic 

Jóhannes Gísli Jónsson (jj@hi.is) 

University of Iceland 
 

Although the neutral order of two objects in Icelandic is clearly indirect object (IO) 
before direct object (DO), inverting the order of the two objects is also possible under 
certain circumstances, as shown in (1). Object Inversion (OBI) in Icelandic has been 

discussed in the theoretical literature for some time (Falk 1990, Ottósson 1991, Holmberg 
& Platzack 1995, Collins & Thráinsson 1996, Dehé 2004, Ussery 2017, 2018 and Jónsson 

2020) but still many questions remain. This paper reports the findings of the most 
extensive study  of OBI ever conducted, based on searches in the Risamálheild Corpus 
(Steingrímsson et al. 2018). As discussed further below, the results yield new insights 

that will inform theoretically oriented work on Icelandic ditransitives for some time to 
come. 

The most striking result of the corpus study is that OBI is incredibly rare in Icelandic. 
With most ditransitive verbs, the rate is only about 1-2% of all examples where both 
objects appear. These include very common ditransitive verbs like gefa ‘sellʼ, lána ‘lendʼ 

and sýna ‘sellʼ. For a handful of ditransitive verbs, the rate is significantly higher, e.g. 
afhenda ‘deliver, hand overʼ (11%), selja ‘sellʼ (17%) and tilkynna ‘announceʼ (28%), 

but still far below the rate of the canonical IO-DO order. 
The study also reveals a clear heaviness effect as the DO is phonologically lighter than 

the following IO in approximately 90% of all cases (see also Magnússon 2019). Thus, 

the DO is typically an unstressed pronoun whereas the IO must be stressed. To be sure, 
the Risamálheild Corpus has a very small number of examples of OBI where both objects 

are pronouns but these are only grammatical if the IO is stressed. 
Searches in the Risamálheild Corpus indicate that shifted DOs must encode old 

information but there is no restriction on the information status of the following IO, i.e. 

it can express new or old information. Potential counterexamples to this generalization 
can be argued to involve Heavy NP Shift (HNPS) moving the IO to the right of the DO, 

creating a DO-IO order. This is exemplified in (2b) where an indefinite DO expressing 
new information precedes a heavy IO but (2a) is ungrammatical because an analysis in 
terms of HNPS is not possible. Note that HNPS has been shown to be distinct from OBI 

in Icelandic as OBI creates new binding possibilities for anaphors but HNPS does not. 
OBI orders have been claimed to be base-generated in Icelandic (Falk 1990, Holmberg 

& Platzack 1995), but the restrictions discussed above suggest that OBI is the result of 
movement of the DO across the IO (see also Ottósson 1991). Thus, the pragmatic 
restrictions on the DO are strikingly similar to those found with objects that undergo 

Object Shift across clause-medial adverbs. Moreover, it is quite clear that OBI is very 
different in many ways from Prepositional Datives in languages like English where the 

DO precedes a PP hosting the goal argument. Thus, it is highly unlikely that OBI is a 
kind of a Prepositional Dative where the goal is a dative DP rather than a PP. There is 
also some evidence from subextraction in Icelandic that DOs preceding IOs occupy a 

derived position, in contrast to DOs that follow IOs. Of course, the technical details of a 
movement account of OBI need to be fleshed out and I will take some steps in that 

direction in this talk, building on Anagnostopoulou (2003) who argues for a short 
movement of DO across IO as an intermediate step to derive theme-passives in languages 
like Norwegian.  
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(1a) Ég gaf nemandanum bókina 
 I gave student.the.DAT book.the.ACC 

 ‘I gave the student the book.’ 

 
(1b) Ég gaf bókina nemandanum 

 I gave book.the.ACC student.the.DAT 
 ‘I gave the book to the student.’ 

 
(2a) *María gaf bækur börnum 

   Mary gave books.ACC children.DAT 

 ‘Mary gave books to children.’ 

 
(2b) ?María gaf bækur börnum sem höfðu lært að  lesa 

   Mary gave books.ACC children.DAT who had learned to read 
 ‘Mary gave books to children who had learned to read.’ 
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Allocutivity and the composition of the C-T
Gurmeet Kaur
University of Göttingen
Introduction: An unresolved issue in the literature on allocutivity concerns the relation be-
tween the allocutive probe and the phi-feature probe associated with subject agreement on T.
This is crucial since cross-linguistically, allocutivity is disallowed with 2P agreement on T
(Tamil: McFadden 2020; Magahi: Alok & Baker 2018 etc.). Consider (1) from Tamil, where
the allocutive marker -ngæ is grammatical with 1P agreement. However, it becomes ungram-
matical with 2P agreement, (2), (McFadden 2020). To capture the ban on 2P agreement with
allocutivity, an existing approach assumes two distinct probes in the C-T domain- an allocutive
probe above T, and a distinct phi-probe on T for subject agreement (Alok & Baker 2018, Alok
2020). This allows licensing (via agreement) of all subjects with allocutivity in syntax. The
ban on 2P agreement and allocutivity is derived via “Kinyalolo’s Generalization”, which causes
two adjacent, identical sets of features to be spelled out only once (Kinyalolo 1991).

This paper presents data on the distribution of allocutivity with subject agreement from
Punjabi (Indo-Aryan), which not only bans 2P but also 1P agreement with allocutivity. I ar-
gue that allocutivity does not underlie an additional probe distinct from the subject-agreement
probe. Instead, there is a unique person probe hosted at T-Agr which agrees with the Addr to
generate allocutivity but only when it fails to be valued for person by the subject.
Data: Allocutivity in Punjabi is realized via ii/aa for a non-honorific singular Addr and je for
(non)-honorific plural/(N-)HP or honorific singular/HS Addr. The allocutive marker can occur
in finite clauses of all (sentence-) types. It typically occurs in the clause-final position. Consider
the present tense indicative in (3) where je occurs instead of the 3P subject agreement auxiliary.
In the past tense, je co-occurs with the 3P subject auxiliary, (4). However, with both 1P and
2P agreement which obtains with nominative 1P and 2P subjects, allocutivity is disallowed, as
shown for the present tense in (5)- (6). These facts also hold in the past tense despite two overt
auxiliary positions. Non-nominative 1P/2P subjects, which bear oblique case and are therefore
non-agreeing, have no bearing on the (co-)occurrence of allocutivity, (7).
Analysis: I analyse the above facts as ensuing from a unique person probe at Agr, which is
inherited from C, and which can either agree with 1P/2P subject or with the Addr, but not both.
There are two crucial components to the analysis. First, with Miyagawa (2012, 2017), I treat
allocutivity as 2P agreement. Like 2P pronouns, the Addr occurs with 2P, number, gender and
honorificity features, which can also be realized on the probe. Secondly, the implementation of
agreement involves two mechanisms: (i) sequential agreement with multiple goals, i.e. Cyclic
Agree (e.g. Bejar & Rezac 2009), and (ii) (phase-bound) bidirectional probing (Baker 2008).
When put together, the mechanisms in (i) and (ii) allow a probe which can locate goals in both
directions. However, it probes sequentially, looking downward first.

The structure of the C-T in the indicative domain is given in (8). T0 hosts temporal informa-
tion and Agr0 hosts phi. Given (8), I claim that Agr0 bears a partially articulated person probe
[u-π-part(icipant)] in the sense of B & R (2009), where [π] is the feature common to all persons,
while [part] includes only 1P and 2P. Also, [part] entails [π]. This probe first looks downward.
With 1P/2P subjects, all features of the probe are checked, yielding person-inflected auxiliaries.
This obligatory person agreement (motivated by the Person Licensing Condition, B & R 2003)
bleeds the next cycle of agreement with the Addr, ruling out allocutivity. Consider (9). How-
ever, with 3P or non-nominative subjects, the [part] feature on Agr remains unchecked. This
triggers a second cycle of agreement where Agr targets the Addr and yields allocutivity, (10).
Conclusion: Allocutivity does not underlie a distinct allocutive probe. Variation between Pun-
jabi and Tamil/Magahi can potentially obtain from partial v/s full articulation of probes.



(1) Naan
I

jaangiri
Jangri

vaang-in-een-ngæ
buy-pst-1sg.sbj-alloc

‘I bought Jangri.’

(2) *eppai
how

iru-kk-iingæ-ngæ?
be-prs-2pl-alloc

‘How are you?’
(3) karan

Karan.nom
kitaab
book

paRhdaa
read.hab.m.sg

e/je
be.pres.3.sg/alloc

’Karan reads a book.’ (to a (N-)HP or HS hearer)
(4) karan

Karan.nom
kitaab
book

paRhdaa
read.hab.m.sg

sii
be.past.3.sg

je
alloc

’Karan used to read a book.’ (to a (N-)HP or HS hearer)
(5) maiN

1.sg.nom
kitaab
book

paRhdaa
read.hab.m.sg

aaN/*je
be.pres.1.sg/alloc

’I read a book.’
(6) tussi

2.pl.nom
kitaab
book

paRhde
read.hab.m.pl

o/*je
be.pres.2.pl/alloc

’You read a book.’
(7) maiN-nuu

1.sg-dat
o
that

kuRii
girl

pasand
like

e/je
be.pres.3.sg/alloc

’I like that girl.’
(8) AddresseeP < [...] < AgrP [phi] < TP [iT:pres/past]
(9) [Adr-DP [2P] [AgrP [u-π-part] [TP 1P/2P subj [1/2] [vP...]]]]

(10)
References: Alok, D. 2020. The Morphosyntax of Magahi Addressee Agreement. Syntax.
Alok, D. & Baker, M. 2018, ms. On the Mechanics (Syntax) of Indexical Shift: Evidence
from Allocutive Agreement in Magahi. Baker, M. 2008. The syntax of agreement and con-
cord. Cambridge University Press. Bejar, S. & Rezac, M. 2009. Cyclic Agree. LI 40(1).
Bejar, S., Rezac, M. 2003. Person licensing and the derivation of PCC effects. Amsterdam
Studies in the Theory and History of Linguistic Science Series 4, 49–62. Kinyalolo, Kasan-
gati K.W. 1991. Syntactic dependencies and the spec-head agreement hypothesis in Kilega:
University of California at Los Angeles dissertation. McFadden, T. 2020. The morphosyn-
tax of allocutive agreement in Tamil. In Smith, P. W., Mursell, J., Hartmann, K. (eds.), Agree
to agree: agreement in the minimalist programme. Language Science Press, Berlin, 391–424.
Miyagawa, S. 2012. Agreements that occur mainly in the main clause. In Aelbrecht, L., Haege-
man, L.,Nye, R. (eds.), Main clause phenomena: New horizons. John Benjamins, Amsterdam,
79–112. Miyagawa, S. 2017. Agreement beyond phi. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA.
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Relative set size modulates acceptability and processing

Eva Klingvall & Fredrik Heinat
Lund University & Linnæus University
This talk is about the role set size plays in anaphoric reference to quantified expressions (QEs)
in Swedish. It is well-known that focussed entities have a privileged status for being the ante-
cedents of anaphoric pronouns (Gundel, Hedberg & Zacharski, 1993, among others). QEs are
interesting in this connection because a sub-group of them, negative QEs, allows for a switch
in focus when referred back to (see e.g. Moxey & Sanford, 1987). Positive QEs do not readily
allow this switch. In (1), the intersection of the set of fans (set A) and set of people going to the
game (set B) is known as the REFERENCE SET (REFSET) while the part of Set A that is not in Set
B is the COMPLEMENT SET (COMPSET) (i.e. fans not going to the game) (Moxey & Sanford,
1987). Both of the sentences in (1) talk about fans going to a game, i.e. the REFSET. While (1a)
can only be followed by (2a) (still talking about the REFSET), (1b) can be followed by either of
the sentences in (2) although many speakers actually prefer (2b), where the anaphoric pronoun
has the COMPSET as antecedent. (ex. from Sanford, Moxey & Paterson, 1996, 145):

(1) a. Some of the football fans went to the game. (Positive QE)
b. Few of the football fans went to the game. (Negative QE)

(2) a. They watched it with enthusiasm. (REFSET)
b. They watched it on TV instead. (COMPSET)

(3) Det stora flertalet/Några få barn somnade direkt och att de var så trötta/uppspelta förvånade
föräldrarna.
‘The great majority of/A few children fell asleep immediately and that they were so tired/excited
confused the parents.’
(Pos-Large/Small-Ref/Comp)

Filik, Leuthold, Moxey and Sanford (2011) have shown that in online processing, the REFSET

seems to interfere in processing of negative QEs. These issues have been extensively studies for
English, but hardly at all for other languages. In three studies, we investigated how polarity (POS

vs. NEG) and relative set size (LARGE vs. SMALL) affect speakers’ judgement and processing
of sentences with anaphoric reference to QEs in Swedish. In an off-line sentence judgement
task, participants rated sentences as in (3) (manipulated in Polarity (Pos, Neg), Size (Large,
Small) and Set (Ref, Compl), in a 2x2x2 Latin square design) on a 7-grade Likert scale (1 =
very implausible – 7 = very plausible). In two ERP studies, one on positive QEs and one on
negative, we looked at the processing of the same sentences, focusing on the anaphoric pronoun
(‘they’) and the adjective consistent with a REFSET or COMPSET reading.

The results from the offline study showed significant differences in three out of four con-
ditions. Our interpretation of these results is that, just as in English, the polarity of the QE
determines what set is focussed, but judgements are modulated by set size. Large sets receive
relatively more focus than small ones. We take the significant differences for positive QEs in the
COMPSET condition to indicate that the dispreferred set is cognitively active also for these QEs.
The results from the online studies were similar to the offline study, but they were large enough
to be significant only for positive QEs. The dispreferred set was processed with more diffi-
culty (larger P600) than the preferred set, and in the dispreferred condition, large COMPSETS

induced less processing cost (smaller P600) relative to small sets. Taken together, we interpret
the results from the three studies to mean that for both positive and negative QEs, both sets
are cognitively active, but not at all to the same extent. The processing cost in the dispreferred
condition for negative QEs, the REFSET, is therefore much smaller than for the dispreferred
COMPSET condition for positive QEs.
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PRO antecedent interferes with infinitive marker 
 

Tori Larsen & Christer Johansson 
University of Bergen 
 

PRO acts as the subject of non-finite (Control) clauses. We look for reactivation effects 
related to PRO during sentence processing. Previous research on Control clauses in English 
has provided inconclusive results (cf. Nicol & Swinney, 1989; Walenski, 2002). Our earlier 
research includes two reaction time experiments, using a word-to-picture priming design. We 
detected significant facilitation effects for Subject Control sentences after the infinitive 
marker in the non-finite clause in Norwegian (Larsen & Johansson, 2020). 

Using a novel G-maze design, we aim to contrast a hypothetically reactivated, but 
ungrammatical, NP with a grammatical continuation using a simple decision task. It is 
predicted that a reactivated (coreferent) NP at the position of PRO or a pronoun will take 
longer to decide against than an unrelated NP. The task is to choose the grammatical 
continuation from two alternatives. Sentences are presented word-by-word and decisions are 
taken that build a grammatical sentence. NP reactivation results in interference, which makes 
it harder to take a decision for the grammatical continuation. See Table 1 for an illustration. 

We use four test sentence constructions: (1) Object and (2) Subject Control sentences and 
a pronoun counterpart of each Control type (3 & 4). This provides a unique minimal 
comparison between a covert and an overt pronoun. A sentence like (a) presents a choice 
between the subordinate clause verb (spise) and a matrix clause NP (neshorn or krokodill). A 
sentence like (b) presents a choice between the pronoun after at (han), and a matrix clause NP 
(elefant or neshorn). Activation of neshorn in (a) and elefant in (b) will interfere with the 
selection of the correct sentence continuations, spise and han. Similarly, we test for 
competition between å/at and the NPs. Specific NP modification in each sentence condition 
controls for the linear distance between test position and antecedent. 

a. Det store neshorneti  lover         krokodillen     å  PROi spise eplene. 
The big   rhinocerosi promises [the crocodile] to PROi  eat   [the apples]. 

 
b. Den grå  elefantenj lover        neshornet          at    hanj drikker vann  hver dag. 

The gray elephantj promises [the rhinoceros] that hej    drinks  water every day. 

We analyzed reaction time data from 56 native speakers of Norwegian using a linear 
mixed effects model. From the model, we find an effect of sentence type related to the 
infinitive (å) / complementizer (at). This suggests that our design is capable of detecting 
interference effects related to coreference resolution during sentence processing. 

All possible PRO antecedents show significant interference effects in competition with 
the infinitive marker (test position 1) compared to a matched unrelated NP baseline in the 
Control sentence condition. This suggests that both possible antecedents are reactivated by 
the parser during coreference resolution. All possible pronoun antecedents show a tendency 
to interfere with pronoun selection (test position 2), though the effect is not significant. 

Our main finding is that PRO and pronoun antecedent reactivation in Norwegian display 
different processing effects. It is possible that the infinitive marker acts similarly to the 
pronoun in activating all possible antecedents for the parser; however, referent reactivation 
may begin earlier for Control constructions. This reactivation of PRO antecedents 
immediately upon presentation of the infinitive marker was found for Subject Control in our 
earlier priming studies as well, giving support to the claim that the infinitive marker in 
Norwegian occupies a spot higher up in the syntactic tree (C) in comparison to other 
languages such as English, where it occupies T (Faarlund, 2015; Johnson & Vikner, 1994). 
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Table 1: Illustration of the task. Ungrammatical alternatives are not shown, except at the test 
position. Instead, the table uses *** to focus on the NP in the test position. Each condition 
(Subject Control, Object Control, Subject Pronoun, and Object Pronoun) is paired with each 
test position (1 & 2) and each test NP (reactivated, mentioned, unrelated). 
 

Subject Control Test position 1 Reactivated antecedent NP 
Det store neshornet lover krokodillen å spise eplene. 

*** *** *** *** *** neshorn *** *** 

 
Subject Control Test position 2 Mentioned NP 

Det store neshornet lover krokodillen å spise eplene. 

*** *** *** *** *** *** krokodill *** 

 
Subject Pronoun Test position 1 Reactivated antecedent NP 

Den grå elefanten lover neshornet at han drikker vann hver dag. 

*** *** *** *** *** elefant *** *** *** *** *** 

 
Subject Pronoun Test position 2 Unrelated NP 

Den grå elefanten lover neshornet at han drikker vann hver dag. 

*** *** *** *** *** *** isbjørn *** *** *** *** 

 



What everyone should know about language  
Tomas Lehecka1 and Jan-Ola Östman2 
1Åbo Akademi University, Finland; 2University of Helsinki, Finland 

 

In recent years, many scientific fields have seen an increased interest in laypersons’ perceptions 

and understanding of scientific facts and phenomena. In particular, scholars have focused on 

common misconceptions among the general public that hamper the solution of global 

challenges—such as social inequality and climate change—in an efficient manner (e.g. 

Lorenzoni & Pidgeon, 2006; Duffy, 2018; Rosling et al. 2018; de Figueiredo et al. 2020). Yet, 

despite the crucial importance of language for individuals, social groups, societies and cultures, 

public misconceptions about language have thus far been overlooked. While there is a plethora 

of anecdotal evidence suggesting that many misconceptions about language exist (see e.g. 

Bauer & Trudgill, 1998; Parkvall, 2009; Davies, 2012), there is almost no empirical data to 

establish the prevalence of those misconceptions or the reasons for why they are held.  

 

In this talk, we present some initial results from a large-scale project that aims to provide a 

thorough empirical assessment of the intuitions and thought patterns about language that are 

pervasive among the general public. We give results from a pilot survey with 500 university 

students from Finland and Sweden where we examined what students know, or don’t know, 

about the languages of the world and about language as a communication medium. We found, 

for example, that 50% of the respondents believe there are fewer than 500 languages in the 

world, and less than 20% of the respondents believe there are between 5,000 and 10,000 

languages—a commonly cited range in the linguistics literature. Moreover, respondents are able 

to name, on average, 17 different languages, the majority of which are languages spoken in 

regions close to their home country. Strikingly, over 50% of the respondents believe that at least 

half of the world’s population is able to communicate in English, while most recent factual 

estimates of the figure lie between 10 and 20 percent.  

 

Our findings demonstrate that there is a genuine need for a much more concentrated effort with 

respect to educating the general public about both local and global linguistic realities. In order 

to address the public awareness about such issues efficiently, one needs comprehensive 

empirical data regarding both the qualitative character and the pervasiveness of the potential 

language-related misconceptions among the population. At present, we are in the process of 

distributing the online survey among all upper secondary schools and vocational schools in 

Finland, providing a representative social cross-section of one age-group of the Finnish 

population, and we intend to carry out the same study in all Scandinavian countries. The survey 

questions are based on an earlier survey study within the project where we asked established 

linguists around the world to identify what the general public should know about language in 

the first place. We discuss the results of the survey for the general public against the backdrop 

of the importance of each question, as perceived by the global and Nordic linguistic 

communities. 
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On the placement of object pronouns in Swedish
Filippa Lindahl1,2 & Elisabet Engdahl1

University of Gothenburg1, University of Iceland2

In recent years there has been considerable interest in the interaction between word order, in-
formation structure and prosodic realization in Germanic. An important question has been
which factors influence and constrain the positioning of object pronouns. In clauses where the
main verb has evacuated the verb phrase, there are three positions where an object pronoun
can occur, preposed (topicalized), in situ and shifted, as shown in (1). However, the choice
between the positions is not free. A number of researchers have proposed that only objects
that are contrasted can be preposed (Frey, 2006; Molnár & Winkler, 2010; Light, 2012). There
are also case studies of the placement of particular kinds of objects. Andréasson (2008) finds
that objects with propositional antecedents tend to resist object shift, Mikkelsen (2015) gives a
detailed account of the placement of the VP anaphor det ‘it/that’ in Danish and Bentzen & An-
derssen (2019) investigate the placement of pronominal objects with non-nominal antecedents
in Norwegian and German, appealing to the notion of continued topic to explain why only
certain object pronouns can undergo object shift.

Our talk aims to shed more light on the factors behind the placement of object pronouns in
Swedish by looking at pronouns in all three positions shown in (1). The basis for our investiga-
tion is a study of 200 utterances with object pronouns from the Nordic Dialect Corpus (Johan-
nessen et al., 2009), 100 with preposed pronouns and 100 with pronouns in situ or shifted. The
pronouns were annotated for discourse relation to the preceding utterance, antecedent type and
information. Two examples are shown in (2) and (3). For reasons of space, the context is only
given in English.

We investigate under what conditions speakers choose to start an utterance with an object
pronoun and when they do not. Preposed pronouns are most often used as switch topics but they
can also be part of topic chains or of left dislocation structures, or have remote antecedents.
There is a strong tendency to interpret a preposed non-nominal det ‘it/that’ as a switch topic
referring to the focus in the immediately preceding utterance, as in (2a). Pronouns in such
a relation to the context can also be realized in situ under certain circumstances, and still be
interpreted as switch topics. This is possible when the subject of the sentence is not a good
aboutness topic; in (3) the generic pronoun man ‘one’ can not be the aboutness topic. If the
subject is referential, as in (2c), realizing the object in situ is usually perceived as infelicitous in
the context. Another factor that influences the ability to leave the object in situ is stress on the
verb. Stressing göra, as in (2d) makes the example felicitous. We also found that switch topics
are infelicitous in the shifted position which is in line with previous findings by Andréasson
(2008) and Bentzen & Anderssen (2019).

We discuss our findings in relation to an analysis of the left periphery proposed by Holm-
berg (2020), where FinP acts as a bottleneck, and there is only one, syncretic, Force-Topic head
above Fin. A key feature of our analysis is that it is necessary to separate the sentence external
relations of the pronoun, i.e. whether it is a switch topic, a continued topic, and so on, from
the sentence internal function of providing the aboutness topic for the utterance. Contra previ-
ous work which conflates the two perspectives (e.g. Anderssen & Bentzen, 2012; Frascarelli &
Hinterhölzl, 2007), we argue that the sentence external relations of the topic are not encoded in
the syntax of but reflect pragmatic strategies for discourse progression.



(1) a. det
it

ser
sees

man
one

inte
not

PREPOSED

‘You don’t see it.’
b. de

they
såg
saw

inte
not

den
it

IN SITU

‘They didn’t see it.’
c. jag

I
såg
saw

den
it

inte
not

SHIFTED

‘I didn’t see it.’

(2) a. Interviewer: ‘Do you like being out working?’
b. ja

yes
det
it

gör
I

jag
do

(bredsatra-ow1)

‘Yes, I do.’
c. # ja

yes
jag
I

gör
do

det.
it

d. ja
yes

jag
I

GÖR
do

det

‘Yes, I really do.’

(3) a. Interviewer: ‘You get used to the way things are.’
b. ja

yes
man
one

GÖR
does

det
it

(skinnskatteberg-om3)

‘Yes, you do.’
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Some things you just cannot share: on Schneider’s Law, geminates and syllables 

Katerina Markoulaki & Nina Topintzi 

Aristotle University of Thessaloniki 

 
Schneider (1966) was the first to observe a type of consonant reduction in CC-sequences in 
three dialects of Inuktitut. This phenomenon was later called Schneider’s Law (henceforth SL) 
and was interpreted as a ban on syllable-adjacent geminates (G) (Dresher and Johns 1995). The 
same prohibition was then recognized to exist in Dogrib (Jaker 2012).What happens in these 
languages is that successions of Gs which violate SL lead to the degemination of the second G 
(1b). 
 
(1)  Labrador Inuttut (Rose et al. 2012) 
 a. No SL application: /nunak-kkut/  [nunakkut]    *[nunakut] “through/across the land” 
 b. SL application: /illu(k)-kkut/  [illukut]         *[illukkut] “through the house” 
 
We claim that SL is the result of excessive syllable markedness derived from the marked nature 
of Gs. Gs are rendered as marked elements for two reasons; cross-linguistically, Gs always 
imply singletons, but not the other way around (Maddieson 1984). But also crucially, medial 
Gs are represented in a flopped structure (Hayes 1989, Davis 1999) that straddles syllable 
boundaries and is itself marked since it violates various other constraints (Keer 1999). When 
two Gs appear consecutively as in (2), they end up sharing a single syllable (here σ2) that now 
bears a marked segment at each of its edges. Thus, both the onset and the coda of this ‘super-
marked’ syllable σ2 are occupied by Gs. 
 

(2)         σ           σ            σ    

 

                   μ    μ     μ    μ      μ 

      

 

           C      V   G    V  G     V 

                                                     

We consequently re-interpret SL as the result of a high-ranking constraint *GσG = “A syllable 
cannot host (parts of) geminates at both its edges”. We further claim that SL is actually more 
widespread, attested elsewhere as well. Trukese and Japanese are two cases in point. In 
previous literature, the degemination exhibited was attributed to an Obligatory Contour 
Principle (OCP) effect targeted on geminates (Davis and Torretta 1998, Muller 1999, Topintzi 
2010, Ito et al. 2017). The employment of OCP-GEM however is both debatable and 
unsatisfactory; it is debatable, because it typically calls for a dissimilatory featural effect, 
which is unlike the case here. It is unsatisfactory because it wrongly predicts that SL should 
apply over any string of two Gs within a word. Instead SL affects immediately consecutive Gs 
only. 
 Both problems are resolved by *GσG. We offer analyses of the data above couched 
within the Optimality Theory framework and examine how the core proposal is adjusted to 
each language. Thus, we: i) consider the importance of regressive assimilation in Inuktitut, ii) 
show how two Gs can eventually co-occur in Japanese and iii) how initial Gs in Trukese fit in 
the definition of SL without having a ‘flopped’ structure. 
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Explaining Quirky Accusative in Icelandic: An OT Account 

Wataru Nakamura 
Tohoku University 
 
 The aim of this paper is to explain ‘quirky’ accusative case as used to mark experiencer 
arguments of impersonal psych verbs and non-experiencer arguments of some intransitive 
verbs (as illustrated in (1a)-(1c)) in Icelandic:   
� (1) a. Hana     vantar    vinnu. 
   her.ACC   lacks   work.ACC 
   “She needs work.” (Thráinsson 2007: 172) 
  b. Hana      langar    í   súkkulaði. 
   her.ACC   longs   in  chocolate 
   “She wants chocolate.” (Thráinsson 2007: 203) 
  c. Bátinn    rak   til  hafs. 
   boat.the.ACC  drifted   to  sea 
   “The boat drifted to sea.” (Smith 1994: 682)  
Many attempts have been made to explain dative and nominative substitution as applied to 
accusative-marked experiencer arguments (e.g. Smith 1994; Barðdal 2011; Schätzle et al. 
2015; Dunn et al. 2017), but they treat such uses of accusative case as given in (1) as ‘quirky’ 
and most (if not all) of them don’t seek the connection between these and analogous uses of 
accusative case and its canonical uses, which mark undergoer arguments of transitive verbs.  
 My proposal is couched within the framework of Role and Reference Grammar (Van 
Valin 2005), the most relevant parts of whose linking theory include (i) macroroles (actor, 
undergoer) and their universal ranking in (2), (ii) the completeness constraint [CC], which 
requires every semantic argument of a predicate to receive overt morphosyntactic realization, 
(iii) the set of case assignment constraints in (3) (adapted from Van Valin (2005)), and (iv) 
the verb agreement rule in (4). (3a) and (4) refer to the ranking of actor and undergoer in (2):  
� (2)  Actor > Undergoer 
� (3) a. The highest-ranking macrorole argument receives nominative case. 
  b. Non-macrorole core arguments receive dative case. 
  c. Undergoer arguments receive accusative case. 
� (4)  The highest-ranking macrorole argument controls finite verb agreement.   
 Given the above framework, I propose that impersonal constructions such as (1a)-(1c) 
and their case frames are derived from two proposals in (5):  
� (5) a. No ranking of actor and undergoer in (1a)-(1c) 
  b. Constraint ranking: CC >> (3a) >> (3b) >> (3c).  
An immediate consequence of (5a) is that since (4) cannot apply in (1a)-(1c), the verbs in 
(1a)-(1c) bear the default (3rd person singular) agreement form. Furthermore, the constraint 
ranking in (5b) explains the case frames in (1). For example, the experiencer and theme 
arguments in (1a) receive an actor and undergoer status, respectively. The pair of actor and 
undergoer constitutes an input to the constraint ranking in (5b). The following OT tableau 
indicates that the double-accusative case frame emerges as the optimal output:   

Input: ACT-UND CC (3a) (3b) (3c) 
� ACC-ACC    * 
�  ACC-DAT   *! ** 
�  DAT-ACC   *!  
�  DAT-DAT   **! *  

An analogous OT-based account holds for (1b,c), whose sole arguments are undergoers.  
 Finally, I will show that the case frames of the so-called ‘new impersonal’ (or transitive 
impersonal) constructions in Icelandic (whose actor arguments are presupposed, but fail to be 
realized overtly) are derived from ranking CC lower than (3a)-(3c): 
 
� (6) ?Það   var  lamið   stúlkuna    í klessu. 
   it(EXPL)  was   hit.NEUT.SG girl.the.ACC   in a.mess 
   “The girl was badly beaten.” (Maling and Sigurjónsdóttir 2002: 98)   
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The diachrony of the Danish IO and its promotion to subject in passive constructions 
Peter Juul Nielsen 
University of Southern Denmark 
 
This paper presents an empirically based analysis of the connections between two diachronic 
developments in the grammar of Danish: 
• The semantic specialization of the indirect object (IO) from broad Beneficiary meaning in 

Middle Danish to Recipient meaning only in Modern Danish (Heltoft 2014, cf. Barðdal 
2007) 

• The emergence of the possibility of promotion of the IO of a ditransitive verb to nominative 
subject in passive constructions 

 
An ongoing empirical study suggests that up until the 16th century, passive constructions did 
not allow IO promotion to nominative subject, and oblique forms of thematic IOs still dominate 
in texts of the late 17th century, cf. (1), but at this stage promotion of thematic IOs to nominative 
subjects begins to occur, cf. (2); both examples are from Køge Huskors (1674). 
 
(1) hende  hav-er hver dag vær-et bud-en baade mad oc øll  
 her.OBL have-PRS every day be-PRF.PTCP offer-PRF.PTCP both food and beer 
 ‘she has been offered food and beer every day’ 
 
(2) Der hand aff den gemen-e almue i enfoldighed blef   
 when he.NOM by the common-DEF people in naivety become.PST  
 tilspur-t, hvorledis hand var …  
 ask-PRF.PTCP how he.NOM was … 
 ‘when he was asked by the common people in their naivety how he was …’ 
 
In present-day Modern Danish, IO-promotion in passives is fully established, and in a 
ditransitive passive construction, a thematic IO will occur as a subject in the nominative (as in 
(2)), cf. (3) from a 1998 newspaper article (KorpusDK). 
 
(3) hun er også netop blev-et tilbud-t et job som formand 
 she.NOM is also just become-PRF.PTCP offer-PRF.PTCP a job as chairman  
 ‘she has also just been offered a job as chairman’ 
 
Based on Andersen’s (2008) concept of reanalysis and the theory of Connecting 
Grammaticalisation (Nørgård-Sørensen et al. 2011), the paper suggests an explanation of the 
diachronic correlation between the emergence of IO promotion and the semantic specialization 
of the IO as consequences of the establishment of the IO as a content (logical) subject in a GET 
relation to the direct object (DO) (Diderichsen 1962: 170; Herslund 1986: 140; Hansen & 
Heltoft 2011: 131), thus contributing to the theoretical understanding of the relation between 
IO construction and voice. 
 
The pivotal role of the IO as a content subject will be related to the development from Middle 
Danish to Modern Danish of a fixed subject position before the position for objects and the 
development of the fixed order IO > DO, the latter reflecting the secondary subject-object 
relation between IO and DO. The empirical data for the analysis consists of IO constructions 
from a corpus of texts from various diachronic stages between 1300 and 2000.  
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A new approach to agreement in German DPs 

Alexandra Rehn 

University of Konstanz 

 

All Germanic languages have (or had) a strong (marking φ-features) and a weak (n-declension) 

adjectival paradigm. The distribution is driven by definiteness e.g. in Icelandic, Danish and 

Swedish whereas in Modern German the distribution depends on the inflection of the preceding 

article. Strong infl. on the article triggers weak infl. on the adj., uninflected articles trigger 

strong infl. In addition, adj. can remain uninflected in non-standard German. The paper 

addresses concord phenomena in the German DP with the goal of a unified syntactic analysis 

for standard and non-standard German varieties. The long standing issue of the 

ungrammaticality of infl. marking on the indefinite article (IA) in most Nom/Acc DPs (*ein-er 

Mann – a.NOM man) will also be captured. I propose that agreement in the D and K (Kase) layer 

is the result of an agree-relation whereas the distribution of adj. infl. and in fact the  realization 

of  adj. infl. itself is a postsyntactic morphological phenomenon.  

Previous accounts to agreement in (modified) German DPs mainly focus on standard German 

(e.g. Haberland & Heltoft 2008, Olsen 1991 among others), requiring attributive adj. to always 

inflect. However, in Alemannic (a southern German dialect) adj. infl. is optional in the presence 

of an article (cf. Tab. 1 below). Thus in the German DP only two features always receive overt 

marking: number and oblique case (again, focusing on standard German alone yields a different 

result cf. the discussion in Blevins 1995). These features must be marked on the ‘leftmost’ 

element in the DP (Roehrs 2006, Olsen 1991). On the definite article (DA), phi-features and 

case are realized via strong infl. (d-er) whereas number is inherently expressed in the IA (ein). 

The discussed agreement facts are captured in a probe-goal-relation that involves two steps: i) 

feature matching prior to lexical insertion in a bottom up fashion as probing must be as early as 

possible (Béjar & Rezac 2009) ii) morphological realization of these features when case is 

assigned (cf. Roehrs 2006). The latter step is particularly important. Phi-features and case must 

receive morphological marking in the highest functional projection - D in non-oblique and K in 

oblique DPs (Bayer et al. 2001).  With this assumption we can capture the ungrammaticality of 

infl. on the IA (*ein-er Mann). Number is an inherent feature on the IA thus a ‘second’ marking 

via infl. in D is ungrammatical. In an oblique DP, case must also be marked. Since strong infl. 

marks both number and case, the DA (d-em) moves from D to K in an oblique DP. In an 

indefinite DP number marking is realized via the article in D and the case marker is directly 

inserted in K - the article then moves to K for convergence at PF as exemplified below. Since 

the DP is complete, borrowing Roehrs (2006) expression, when morphological marking is 

realized in D/K, morphology on modifiers is optional as can be observed in Alemannic.  

Remaining issues: What about inflected Nom/Acc forms of the IA and why should adj. 

inflection be postsyntactic? The IA is either uninflected in Nom/Acc in most non-standard 

varieties and allows for case mismatches in Nom/Acc (Tab. 2). This reveals that the case ending 

does not directly reflect the grammatical function at the sentence level (cf. Bobaljik 2006). 

Similar mismatches can be observed with adj. infl. in addition to the fact that infl. can be 

dropped regardless of the number or case specification of the DP (cf. (1) to (3). In some 

Alemannic regions the nominative ending –er also appears in accusative contexts. In Low 

German, the adj. infl. in nominative is –n. This observation is connected to the fact that i) phi-

features percolate from N to D whereas case is assigned at the sentence level and must percolate 

down (cf. Norris 2012). This leaves us with the fact that the DP is complete when case is 

assigned and morphologically realized in K, whereas ‘additional’ infl. on adj. is not required 

and its presence or absence has no semantic or syntactic effect.  



Standard German 

d-em klein-en Hund ein-em klein-en Hund ein klein-er Hund *ein-er  klein-e Hund 

Alemannic (Swabian variety) 

d-em kloin-(e) Hood mit am kloin-(e) 

Hood 

ein kloin-(r) Hood *oin-er  kloin-e Hood 

the-STR small-WK dog with a-STR small-WK 

dog 

a small-STR dog a-STR small-WK dog 

Tab 1: Adjectival inflection and ungrammaticality of IA inflection 

 

 Masc short IA Neut Short IA Fem Short IA 

Nom ein n / nen Mann ein n‘ Kind/ nen Kind/ ein-e ne Frau 

Acc ein-en n / nen / ein Mann ein n‘ Kind/ nen Kind ein-e ne Frau 

Dat ein-em nem Mann  ein-em nem Kind ein-er ner Frau 
Tab 2: Short forms of IA (nen based on inflected accusative form einen) 

 

(1) ein groß-er Tisch    (Standard German) 

a big-Nom.Masc.sg. table 

(2) Ich hab en groß-er Tisch   (Alemannic) 

I have [a big-str table]Acc 

(3) en al-n Freund   (Low German) 

[an old-n friend]Nom 

 

a. Feature matching prior to lexical insertion: 

[DP PROBE2 [num][gen] ein [ModifP PROBE1 klein [num][gen][NP  Hund[mask][sing]]]]]  

b. Lexical insertion after case assignment: 

[DP [num][gen] ein [ModifP klein-(er) [num][gen][NP  Hund[mask][sing]]]]]  

c. oblique indefinite DP: 

[KP ein-em [DP [num][gen] ein [ModifP klein-(en) [num][gen][NP  Hund[mask][sing]]]]]  
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Tracking and visualising the causes and pathways of vowel harmony decay in Old Norwegian
Jade J. Sandstedt

Volda University College / UiT – The Arctic University of Norway

Though vowel harmony represents one of the most natural and diachronically robust phonological
phenomena that occur in human language, how harmony systems emerge and decay over time remains
unclear. In particular, the pathways by which harmony languages lose harmony and what motivates
harmony decay are poorly understood since no consistent historical record in any single language has
yet been identified which displays the full progression of this rare sound change (McCollum 2015,
2020). In this paper, I explore the progression and causation of vowel harmony decay in Old Norwegian
(c 1200–1350). Using a corpus of 13th–14th-century manuscripts, I present novel methods for tracking
and visualising changes to vowel co-occurrence patterns in historical records, demonstrating that the
Old Norwegian corpus provides a consistent and coherent record of harmony decay.

Old Norwegian (c 1100–1300) displays height harmony, resulting in systematic alternations between
high and non-high vowels in agreement with root-initial (stressed) syllables (1). Unstressed high vowels
co-occur with high vowels / diphthongs while non-high vowels follow mid / low vowels.

(1) Height harmony in Old Norwegian

HIGH
hus-i <hui> hus-um <huum> ‘house’-DAT.SG./PL.
skip-i <kipi> skip-um <kipum> ‘ship’-DAT.SG./PL.

NON-HIGH
ljos-e <lioe> ljos-om <lioom> ‘light’-DAT.SG./PL.
sel-e <egle> sel-om <eglom> ‘sail’-DAT.SG./PL.

Old Norwegian has a continuous written record during the decay of its harmony system. As a part
of the Medieval Nordic Text Archive, a large portion of this period’s manuscripts has been digitised in
recent years in a form suitable for large-scale corpus linguistic research.
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Figure 1: Mean harmony levels by manuscript V1-height class in pairwise vowel sequences

Fig. 1 provides a preliminary look at Old Norwegian harmony decay based on a sample of around
300,000 vowel sequences from twelve 13th- and 14th-century scribes. Fig. 1 displays the mean height
harmony rate triggered by high, low, mid, and diphthongal vowels for each scribe in historically
harmonising V1–V2 sequences. Here we see that an overall lower harmony mean (the reference line) is
correlated with increasing dispersion in harmony rates across vowel classes, demonstrating that harmony
decay is present in the corpus. The manuscripts on the left (DG8–H4_h1) illustrate robust harmony
systems, where height correspondence is under tight control (high harmony and low variance). The
manuscripts AM619–AM243 display transitional systems (lower harmony but still low variance), and
the manuscripts on the right display completed harmony decay (low harmony and high variance).

This corpus demonstrates a variety of pathways of harmony decay, including increasing harmony
variability via the collapse of harmony classes introduced by vowel mergers, the lexicalisation of
historically harmonising morphemes, and narrowing of the harmony domain due to vowel reductions.
Using this corpus, I provide the first detailed survey of the full spectrum and causation of this rare sound
change in progress and provide valuable empirical diagnostics for identifying and analysing harmony
change in contemporary languages.

http://menota.org/


The bilingual parser predicts one structure: code-switching in the garden path 
 
Sarah Schwochow, Tori Larsen & Christer Johansson 
University of Bergen 
 

Under some circumstances, codeswitching (CS) could cause a similar demand for a reparse 
as garden path (GP) sentences. Bilinguals may activate their grammars in parallel, and they may 
have two predictions when their grammars predict alternative structures, as argued by Putnam 
et al. (2018). Since there are restrictions (cf. Azuma, 1993) on where it is natural to codeswitch 
within a sentence, we look closer at codeswitching in Norwegian, which involves a V2 
restriction. Both English and Norwegian sentences can start with an adverbial. In Norwegian, 
this strongly predicts a verb phrase, whereas in English, this predicts a subject noun phrase. If 
both grammars are active during the parsing of the initial adverbial, both predictions will be 
active and thus both continuations will be available. This article investigates how reaction times 
are affected by codeswitching when selecting acceptable continuations in a GMAZE task. 

The present study included twenty student subjects between the ages of 20 and 30. Each 
participant contributed 96 data points from 24 template sentences in four conditions (±GP * 
±CS). After an outlier analysis, their error rate was 2%. Previous results (Rugaard & Johansson, 
2016; Johansson et al., 2019) for switching to a second language are shown in Table 1. We 
predicted faster processing when switching to a first language, and this was confirmed, but this 
speed up was only significant if compared to the slowdown in the previous experiment (cf. 
column 2 of Table 1). The GP effects are very robust. 

However, the interesting result is that codeswitching with V2 can have an effect that is as 
large as the effect of a GP, which is typically explained by a reparse. Table 2 shows an example 
of an adverbial and CS to V2. Table 3 shows another example that does not involve V2 in CS. 
The choice between left and right grammatical continuations were counterbalanced.  

One hypothesis predicts that faster lemma activation is expected for a first compared to a 
second language, depending on the language balance of the participant, which was confirmed 
compared to a previous study (Johansson et al., 2019, see Table 1). An alternative hypothesis 
considers the meaningful lemma units that the parser predicts to be language independent for 
bilinguals. Through spreading activation, lemma candidates in both languages are activated. 

Our interpretation of the main result is that the parser is predicting the continuation of the 
sentence online, building up one structure only. This is in line with how GPs are commonly 
explained, both alternatives for the local ambiguity are not active and the parser uses for 
example Late Closure or Minimal Attachment (cf. Sanz et al., 2015). However, if both 
grammars are active in parallel and both grammars recognize the adverbial using late 
closure/minimal attachment, they would make two different predictions and CS with V2 would 
not be a problem or might even be slightly faster when the switch is to a first language. 
However, when a major switch of the predicted word order occurs, the active parser fails to 
integrate the new information into the current structure and the effect is a measurable slowdown 
in processing, comparable to the effect of GP. 

Thus, we conclude that grammars are not activated in parallel, just as local ambiguities are 
not pursued in parallel by the human parser in general. However, we predict that the mental 
lexicon is activated in parallel through lemma activation, consistent with spreading activation, 
lexically driven models of grammar (such as LFG), and meaning activation in cross-linguistic 
priming. We predict that codeswitching without V2 will be more readily accepted as it follows 
the predicted English word order, even when it conflicts with a major regularity in Norwegian 
(as in “while the teacher counted the children de stod i kø”). Our finding also predicts that CS 
involving a V2 word order change will be avoided and under-represented compared to 
codeswitching without V2, which a large-scale corpus study may confirm. 
 



  CS to L2  CS to L1 
GP  +63.6%  +28.7% 
CS +31.5% -7.5% 
GP x CS -5.5% +3.0% 
CS major  n.a. +26.2%  

 
Table 1: Results for codeswitching to L2 and L1. Significant effects are shown in bold.  

The interaction effect is on top of the main effects.  
 

Adverbial+ Continuation (correct in bold) Type 
 

 [line stood in || stood in line]. GP 
 

While the teacher counted the 
children 

[stod i kø || kø stod i]. GPxCS 
 

[they stood in line || in stood they line]. Baseline 
 

 [kø stod de i || stod de i kø]. CS major 
 

Table 2: Adverbial start with a local ambiguity (counted / counted the children).  
Simple codeswitching leads to V2 for the continuation (compare Table 3).  
 

First part  Continuation (correct in bold)  Type 
 

  [a saxophone nice || a nice saxophone].  GP 
 

The man who hears tunes 
 [en bra saksofon || bra en saksofon].  GPxCS 

 

 [plays saxophone well || well plays saxophone].  Baseline 
 

  [bra saksofon spiller || spiller saksofon bra].  CS 
 

Table 3: Sentence start. All conditions follow word order of English.  
Local ambiguity (hears / hears tunes) 
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High Applicatives in Icelandic Adjectival Constructions

Einar Freyr Sigurðsson Jim Wood Jóhannes Gísli Jónsson
Árni Magnússon Institute for Icelandic Studies Yale University University of Iceland
1 Introduction Icelandic prima facie poses a problem to the assumption sometimes made within
generative grammar that adjectives cannot assign case (Chomsky 1981), as pointed out by, e.g.,
Jónsson & Pétursdóttir (2012).

(1) Fundurinn
the.meeting

er
is

opinn
open

(öllum).
(everyone.DAT)

‘The meeting is open to everyone.’

(2) Ég
I

er
am

ekki
not

líkur
like

*(þér).
*(you.DAT)

‘I am not like you.’
This paper focuses on adjectives and adjectival passives that take dative benefactive arguments and
argues that these are high applicatives. That is a somewhat surprising result as Icelandic high DP
applicatives are very restricted (e.g., Maling 2002, Wood 2013). Furthermore, we argue that dative
case is assigned in the same way that indirect objects of verbs are assigned their case.
2 High Applicatives We set aside adjectives as in (2), where both arguments are obligatory, and
focus instead on adjectives like opinn and adjec-
tival passives like hulinn ‘hidden’. The dative
argument in (1) is interpreted as a benefactive,
which is generally taken to be a high applicative,
relating an entity to an event or state, unlike low
applicatives, which relate two entities. Under
our account, see (3), Appl takes a PredP rather
than a DP argument, and is in turn selected by
v. This results in a semantically high applicative
and syntactically not a typical low applicative.

(3) ApplP

DPDAT

‘everyone’
Appl PredP

DP
‘the meeting’ Pred aP

‘open’

Adjectival applicatives seem to be more varied than verbal applicatives. (4)–(5) demonstrate;
the dative argument mér is only allowed in the adjectival passive with the root hylja ‘hide’ but not
in a corresponding active clause (or a corresponding eventive passive clause). Our structure helps
us understand this, assuming that the theme in (4) but not in (5) is introduced as a subject of PredP.

(4) Þetta
this.NOM

er
is

(mér)
(me.DAT)

hulið.
hidden

‘This is hidden (to me).’

(5) Jón
Jón

huldi
hid

(*mér)
(*me.DAT)

þetta.
this

‘Jón hid this (from me).’
3 Against a Silent PP Analysis A natural question to ask is whether the benefactives discussed
above are concealed PPs; many high applicatives are in fact overt PPs (with prepositions like fyrir
‘for’ and handa ‘to the hands of’). However, such PPs are right-adjoined and cannot easily move
in front of the adjective, see (7), unlike high DP applicatives, see (6):

(6) Þetta
this

er
is

henni

her.DAT

gagnlegt.
useful

‘This is useful for her.’

(7) *Þetta
*this

er
is

fyrir

for
hana

her.ACC

gagnlegt.
useful

Intended: ‘This is useful for her.’

In (6) and (7), the DPs in question do not even get assigned the same case (although that is not
always so for high DP vs. PP applicatives). In addition to this, it is not always possible to spell out
an overt PP instead of the high applicative DP.
4 Case Assignment Finally, even though it looks like the adjectives and adjectival passives we
discuss assign dative case, it is really Appl that does that when the two merge. This is the same
mechanism as with indirect objects of ditransitives, where Appl has a dative case feature assigned
via Merge (Sigurðsson 2017).



Lenition of Icelandic Voiced Fricatives: Online Reduction vs. Allomorphy 

Brynhildur Stefánsdóttir 

Cornell University 

 

The pronunciation of Icelandic voiced fricatives is varied due to lenition, arguably the most 

common connected speech process in Icelandic [1]. Lenition occurs even in normal speech but 

is more prevalent in casual speech [2]. For example, in careful pronunciation náttúrulega 

‘naturally’ is pronounced [nauhturʏlεɣa], but reduces to [nauhtʏr(ʏ)lεa] in normal speech or 

even [nauht(r)la]. Deletion can thus lead to further reduction. Náttúrulega, for example, is 

frequently pronunced [nauhtl̥a] or [nɔhtl̥a] and the corresponding spelling náttla appears in 

informal writing, e.g. on social media. This reduced pronunciation has arguably been 

lexicalized [3]. Other common examples include e.g. mar(r) [ma:r̥] from maður ‘man’ 

[ma:.ðʏr̥], nebbla [nεpla]  from nefnilega ‘namely’ [nεpnilεɣa] and þúst [θust] from þú veist 

ʽyou knowʼ [θu:veist] (when used as a discourse marker or filler). This paper reports the results 

of a study done on fricative lenition in Icelandic, comparing formal and casual speech using 

corpora. The results indicate that some contracted forms have arguably been lexicalized and 

are not the results of online reduction. Therefore, there appear to be two lexical representations 

with lexicalized reduced forms stored as categorical allomorphs. Unreduced forms have a 

varied pronunciation as the result of a gradient online reduction. 

Data: Two corpora were compared. Firstly, Althingi Parliamentary Speech [4], a newly 

released dataset containing around 542 hours of speeches from the Icelandic Parliament 

recorded in 2005-2016. This data is assumed to reflect natural speech under formal conditions. 

A subset of this dataset was used. The second corpus was created by the author and contains 

data from an Icelandic podcast with two native speakers (1F:1M), around age 30. This data 

reflects casual and informal speech between speakers that are not trying to realize expected 

pronunciations in accordance with prescriptive rules. This is apparent e.g., from their use of 

English slang and high frequency of discourse fillers and hedging words. Words with voiced 

fricatives in cited pronunciation were manually labeled and analyzed impressionistically in 

Praat and assigned a score based on the apparent level of lenition; 1= no reduction, ⅔= slight 

reduction, ⅓= heavily reduced, 0= deleted. Several words from the casual data which showed 

consistent lenition were chosen and compared to corresponding forms in the formal data.  

Results: Lenition of voiced fricatives appears to be both categorical and gradient. Fricatives 

are frequently deleted or heavily reduced in casual speech, and contracted forms are preferred, 

e.g. mögulega [mœ:ɣʏlεɣa] ‘possibly’ is consistently pronounced [mœ(:)la]. In contrast, formal 

speech is more varied with fricatives showing varying degree of reduction. The variants, 

however, are categorical; speakers either use full forms or lexicalized contracted variants, e.g. 

the contracted form nebbla is used 73% of the time but when the full form nefnilega is used 

lenition is limited. There is interspeaker variation in the formal data with speakers showing 

different degree of lenition, and some more likely to use contracted forms. This indicates that 

(at least) certain contracted forms reprecent different lexical representations from full forms. 

Conclusion: These findings show that fricative lenition in Icelandic is complex and appears to 

be both gradient and categorical. Lenition is more prevalent in casual speech while formal 

speech has more varied pronunciation. Online reduction is a gradient reduction of an unreduced 

lexical form while lexicalized reduced forms are stored as categorical allomorphs. Contracted 

forms have different lexical representations from full forms; their appearance in formal speech 

indicates that speakers are choosing between two different allomorphs. 
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Intensifier Variation in Norwegian 

James M. Stratton & John D. Sundquist 

Purdue University 
 

While the linguistic and social correlates of intensifier variation have been explored widely in 

languages such as English (e.g., D’Arcy, 2015; Fuchs, 2017), Norwegian intensifiers have been 

largely unexplored other than a few descriptive works which lack sociolinguistic coverage (e.g., 

Skommer, 1992). Because previous studies have found intensifier use to correlate with social 

factors such as sex and age (e.g., D’Arcy, 2015; Fuchs, 2017; Stratton, 2020), the present study 

employs variationist quantitative methods to analyze the correlation of these factors in 

Norwegian. Two research questions were posited. First, what is the current distribution of 

Norwegian intensifiers (i.e., which variants are most frequent?), and second, is intensifier use 

sensitive to linguistic (e.g., syntactic position) and social constraints (e.g., sex and age)? 

      To examine these questions, the Norwegian Speech Corpus (NoTa-Oslo), reasonably 

stratified for sex and age, was used. Following previous research (Stratton, 2020), a sample of 

5000 adjectives was randomly extracted from the corpus. Each intensifiable adjective was coded 

for the absence or occurrence of a preceding intensifier (1 = yes, 0 = no), as well as linguistic 

(syntactic position, adjective type) and social factors (sex, age). 

Results from the distributional analysis revealed two major findings. First, Norwegian 

amplifiers (e.g., veldig very’, så ‘so’, helt ‘completely’) were more frequent than downtoners 

(e.g., litt ‘a little bit’), which in line with crosslinguistic evidence (e.g., Stratton, 2020), suggests 

that amplification is more common than moderation. Second, while a total of 36 intensifying 

adverbs were identified in the sample, veldig ‘very’, så ‘so’ and helt ‘completely’ were the most 

frequent. Some examples are reported in (1). 
 

(1) (a) jeg var veldig flink på skolen  ‘I was very good at school’ 

(b) jeg synes det er så greit å ha   ‘I think it’s so good to have’  
 

 

To address the second research question, a mixed effects logistic regression model was 

run with intensification as the binary dependent variable and sex and age as independent 

variables. The regression analysis found both age and sex to be significant factors influencing the 

choice to intensify a Norwegian adjective or not. Women, specifically younger women, used 

intensifiers more frequently than men; a finding which resonates with cross-Germanic data (e.g., 

D’Arcy, 2015; Fuchs, 2017; Stratton, 2020). All in all, this study suggests that the Norwegian 

intensifier system is subject to the same constraints of structured heterogeneity observed in other 

Germanic languages, pointing toward some potential common crosslinguistic tendencies. 
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Capturing Dialectal Variations from a Game-Theoretic Perspective 

Yukio Takahashi 

Morioka University, Japan 

 

Phonological processes interact with each other to derive surface phonetic varieties from 

underlying phonemic inventories. One of the insights of the generative approach to the problem 

has been the ordering of phonological rules. Thus, two dialects cited by Bromberger and Halle 

(1989) are accounted for by the difference in the order of two phonological rules: (i) raising of 

/a/ before a voiceless consonant (Raising) and (ii) flapping of a coronal stop in environment 

“[–cons, +stress] ___ [–cons, –stress]” (Flapping). The type of pronunciation writing [raiɾing] 

is accounted for by the ordering Flapping > Raising, while the type of pronunciation [rʌiɾing] 

is accounted for by the ordering Raising > Flapping. The application of Flapping virtually 

bleeds the application of Raising in the former dialect, which would suggest (i) that the 

phonemic inventory of the latter dialect may include a diphthong /ʌi/ and (ii) that the former 

dialect does not have the rule of Raising.   

We argue for an approach that opts for a shorter derivation in the sense of Kiparsky (1973), 

adopting premises of Game Theory. Dialectal variations are defined as sets of equilibria among 

specified phonological gadgets with specified strategies. Two of the major gadgets are Coloring 

and Bleaching: the former contributes to the increase of audibility, while the latter contributes 

to the increase of articulatory ease, in the sense crystalized by Stampe (1979). 

In order to exemplify some of the empirical consequences, I would like to refer to one of the 

dialectal variations in Japanese: 

(1) Interconsonantal Devoicing of Vowels and Palatalization 

  a. Dialect A (Tokyo) 

     kita “north” vs. kida (a family name) 

  b. Dialect B (Tohoku region with a palatalized /k/) 

   kjita vs. kjida 

In Dialect A, the vowel /i/ is devoiced in the environment “[–voice] ___ [–voice], which 

satisfies the gadget that asks for articulatory ease. In Dialect B, the vowel /i/ can be devoiced 

even before voiced consonant, which is induced by the palatalized /k/ that strongly implies and 

hence help us predict the following /i/.     
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Motion and uncontrollability: Norwegian GÅ-CHANGE OF STATE construction 
Mizuki Tanigawa 
The University of Tokyo 
 
Motion verbs play an important role in studies of constructionalization in Norwegian and other 
Germanic languages (e.g., Hilpert 2008). For example, the Norwegian motion verb gå ‘walk, 
go, leave’ came to be used in different grammatical constructions, such as pseudocoordination 
(e.g., Andersson & Blensenius 2018; Kinn 2018). In this paper, I explore the Norwegian GÅ-
CHANGE OF STATE (COS) construction, another important, yet poorly understood, case where gå 
expresses an uncontrollable and undesirable change of state (e.g., gå fortapt ‘get lost’ (1) and 
gå lei ‘get tired’ (2)). Although this use of gå represents an intriguing case of the CHANGE IS 

MOTION metaphor (Lakoff & Johnson 1980) and similar constructions in other Germanic 
languages have been studied intensively (e.g., Schönefeld 2013), there is no single study that 
focuses on the Norwegian GÅ-COS construction. 

In this paper, I present a constructionist analysis of the GÅ-COS construction on the basis of 
data from the “noTenTen17 Bokmål” corpus (Kilgarriff et al. 2014). There are three major 
findings in this paper. First, the GÅ-COS construction is a highly frequent and moderately 
productive construction: a conventional paring of the form [NPSUBJ gå ADJPRED] and the meaning 
{NP becomes ADJ}. This construction has idiosyncratic formal characteristics and non-
compositional meanings (cf. Goldberg 2006). From a formal perspective, the predicative 
adjective occurs after the motion verb gå and agrees with the subject NP. From a semantic 
perspective, this construction expresses uncontrollable and undesirable change-of-state events 
with a telic interpretation.  

Second, only certain classes of subject NPs and predicative adjectives can occur in this 
construction, involving uncontrollability and undesirability. Specifically, subjects are restricted 
to nouns low in agentivity, and predicates to adjectives that describe uncontrollable and 
undesirable resulting states, such as fortapt ‘lost’ and lei ‘tired’. In this study, the results of the 
corpus data are submitted to a collexeme analysis following the collostructional approach 
(Stefanowitsch & Gries 2003). 

Lastly, the properties of the GÅ-COS construction can be accounted for in a constructional 
network of the verb gå and other related constructions. The uncontrollable and telic meaning 
of this construction can be analyzed as a metaphoric extension of the LEAVE meaning of the 
motion verb gå. Moreover, it is argued that the formal properties and some of the semantic 
properties of this construction are inherited from the RESULTATIVE constructions (e.g., (3)).  

To conclude, this study explores the Norwegian GÅ-COS construction, accounting for its 
constructional status and formal and semantic properties. It thus provides an important and 
intriguing case study for the studies of Nordic motion verbs and their constructionalization.  
  



(1) GÅ-COS construction  
Mennesker vil  bare gå fortapt hvis de  avviser dette budskapet. 
human.PL will just go lost  if  they deny  this message.DEF 
‘Humans will get lost if they deny this message,’ (jesuliv.org) 

(2) GÅ-COS construction 
Du risikerer å gå  lei,  bli   skadet, eller miste motivasjonen. 
you risk.PRS to go  tired, become injured or  lose motivation.DEF 
‘You risk getting tired, becoming injured, or losing your motivation.’ (plusstid.no) 

(3) RESULTATIVE construction  
Innsjøen    frøs   fast. 
lake.SG.C.DEF  freeze.PST solid.SG.C 
‘The lake froze solid.’ 

 
Abbreviations: C-common gender, DEF-definite, SG-singular, PL-plural, PRS-present, PST-past 
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Elicitation-based insights into lexicalization of motion in case languages 

Emilia Tuuri & Maija Belliard 

Tampere University, Finland 

 

Despite the broad interest in the expression of motion events – especially since the typological 

generalizations by Talmy (e.g., 2000) – there are language types that have remained in the 

marginal. One such example are languages that strongly rely on case systems in their 

expression of spatial relations and motion events. Case languages treated as verb-framed (VF), 

such as Turkish (see, e.g., Özçalışkan 2009) have been discussed more than case languages 

traditionally classified as satellite-framed (SF), and typically concentrating more on verbs than 

adnominals. In addition, as the mainstream of research has focused on large-scale variation 

between the assumed language types, within-type variation and language-internal variation 

have received less attention. This presentation targets both questions by analyzing data on two 

closely related case languages: Finnish and Estonian. 

 

The data have been elicited with the video grid Trajectoire (Ishibashi et al. 2006), which allows 

for a systematic comparison between and within languages and with respect to the visual 

stimuli. 50 native Finnish speakers and 25 native Estonian speakers have participated in the 

study. The data have been analysed semantically applying the categories of the Holistic Spatial 

Semantics framework (see, e.g., Zlatev 2003; Naidu et al. 2018), combining qualitative and 

quantitative points of view. 

 

For the expression of spatial relations, the extensive case systems in Finnish and Estonian 

include two three-part series of locative cases, containing the distinction between interior and 

exterior cases (e.g., FI elative puu-sta ‘out of the tree’ vs. ablative puu-lta ‘from the tree’). In 

addition, for example a wide range of adpositions and relational nouns is used. Both 

languages represent the SF type in the Talmian framework but the applicability of the notion 

of satellite is questionable in case languages (e.g., Imbert et al. 2011; Naidu et al. 2018).   
 

Our study shows that neither Finnish nor Estonian straightforwardly fit into the SF type and 

that the languages differ from each other with respect to central parameters. For example, the 

Finnish data includes more use of verbs expressing Manner of motion, a feature typically 

connected to SF languages (see example 1). Estonian speakers more frequently use satellite-

like adverbs (see example 2), which, crucially, are optional in both languages and can be 

used as support to case inflection when expressing the BEGINNING of Path (source) and the 

END of Path (goal). 

 

(1) Mies astel-ee metsä-än. 

      man step-SG3P forest-ILL 
      ‘A man steps into a forest.’ 

 

(2) Naine lähe-b koopa-st välja. 

      woman go-SG3P cave-ELAT out 

     ‘A woman goes out of a cave.’ 
 

In both languages, deictic verbs play a central role in the expression of boundary-crossing 

situations (see example 2), and we will discuss this both from the point of view of typological 

generalizations and from the point of view of variation between closely related languages. 
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The Acceptability and Interpretation of Ditransitives in Icelandic and Faroese 
Cherlon Ussery 
Carleton College (Minnesota USA) 

 
 

This talk reports the findings of new experimental work on double object (DO) and 
prepositional (PP) frames of ditransitives in Insular Scandinavian. Even though little research to date 
has been conducted on ditransitives in Icelandic and Faroese, some intriguing observations have been 
made. For Icelandic, various researchers have noted the semantic restrictions on PPs (Collins & 
Thráinsson 1996; Jónsson 2000; Thráinsson 2007). In particular, only verbs which encode physical 
motion of the direct object have been reported to allow PPs, shown in (1a) vs (1b). For Faroese, 
factors such as semantic properties of the verb, phrasal length, and generational variation have been 
argued to play a role in licensing PPs (Holmberg & Platzack 1995; Henriksen 2000; Thráinsson et 
al. 2004/2012; Petersen 2010; Fiebig 2012; Ussery & Petersen, to appear). Crucially, though, Faroese 
appears to more freely allow PPs than Icelandic does. While verbs such as sýna ‘show’ and gefa 
‘give’ have been reported not to alternate in Icelandic, vísa and geva do alternate in Faroese, shown 
in (2a) and (2b). Even though various claims have been made about the acceptability of PPs vis-à-
vis DOs in each language, speaker judgments have not heretofore been systematically examined.  

We provide data which elucidate answers to the following questions: (1) Which ditransitive 
constructions do speakers of each language accept; and (2) To what degree do speakers assign a 
possession interpretation to the DO construction? The idea that there is a frame-to-meaning 
correspondence features prominently in analyses of English, whereby it is proposed that DOs encode 
a caused possession interpretation (e.g. Harley 2002, Beck & Johnson 2004, Rappaport Hovav & 
Levin 2008, Bruening 2010a/b, Harley & Jung 2015, Bruening 2018). We conducted an experiment 
using parallel items in Icelandic and Faroese (and English) and with 100 speakers of each language. 
We distributed 30 verbs between five categories - giving ('give/sell'), future having ('offer/promise'), 
communication ('show/tell'), instrument of communication ('email/text'), and sending/motion 
('forward/send').  

The online survey involved a two-step process. First, participants saw either the DO or PP 
construction and they rated the acceptability on a (1)-(7) Likert scale. Participants whose ratings were 
(4)-(7) moved on to a follow-up sentence which explicitly stated that the indirect object/object of the 
preposition did not come to possess the direct object. A sample item is shown in (3). The prediction 
was that the follow-up sentence should be rated lower following DOs than following PPs. If speakers 
associate DOs with possession, then they should be less accepting of a continuation which denies 
that possession actually holds.  

We report three general findings. First, the PP construction in Icelandic is more acceptable 
with verbs in the “giving” category than has been previously noted. While DOs are rated higher than 
PPs and the difference is statistically significant for most verbs, we predicted much lower ratings for 
the PP: the PP ratings were largely in the mid-range of the scale. This may indicate a generational 
shift, since participants were ages 18-35. Second, in Faroese there is no significant difference 
between the ratings for the DO vs the PP construction in most semantic categories. While the 
prevalence of the PP construction in Faroese has been previously documented, it has generally been 
reported that PPs are less acceptable than DOs. We, therefore, predicted a significant difference 
between the ratings for the two constructions, but that prediction was not confirmed. Third, for both 
Icelandic and Faroese, in general participants did not rate the continuation significantly lower after 
the DO construction than after the PP construction. Therefore, our findings do not support an 
extension of the proposal that the DO construction is associated with a possession interpretation. 



(1a) Haraldur sendi mér ost/sendi ost til mín.       
        Harold sent me cheese/sent cheese to me.           
(1b) Hann sýndi strákunum bátinn/*sýndi bátinn til strákanna. 
        He showed the boys the boat/*showed the boat to the boys.     (Thráinsson 2007:173-174) 
(2a) Tann fjálturstungni sjeikurin vísti damu sínu ein diamantring/vísti ein diamantring fyri damu síni. 
        The nervous boyfriend showed his girlfriend a diamond ring/showed a diamond ring to his gf. 
(2b) Sølumaðurin gav tí unga bóndanum kraftfóðrið/gav kraftfóðrið til tann unga bóndan. 
        The salesperson gave the young farmer the grain mixture/gave the grain mixture to the farmer. 
(3a) The lovesick bartender wrote the daily customer many love letters…but the customer never 
        received her letters because the bartender burned them after seeing her with another man.  

Icelandic: Ástfangni barþjónninn skrifaði fastagestinum sínum mörg ástarbréf…en 
fastagesturinn fékk aldrei bréfin sín því barþjónninn brenndi þau eftir að hafa séð hana með 
öðrum manni.    
Faroese: Tann forelskaði barrvørðurin skrivaði tí kvinnuliga stammkundanum fleiri 
kærleiksbrøv… men hon fekk ongantíð brøvini hjá sær, tí barrvørðurin brendi tey eftir at hava 
sæð hana við einum øðrum manni. 

(3b) The lovesick bartender wrote many love letters to the daily customer… 
        Icelandic: Ástfangni barþjónninn skrifaði mörg ástarbréf til fastagestsins síns… 
        Faroese: Tann forelskaði barrvørðurin skrivaði fleiri kærleiksbrøv til tann kvinnuliga  
        stammkundan… [same continuation for DO and PP sentences] 
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ON THE TYPOLOGY OF SYLLABLE STRUCTURE IN THE SCANDINAVIAN 

LANGUAGES (COMPRISING DANISH).  

 

Miguel Vázquez-Larruscaín,  

University of Southeastern Norway 

 

 

Intro. Kristoffersen 1990 showed that syllable structure in Norwegian varieties, standard and 

dialects, followed similar principles to Icelandic, in spite of clear surface differences between 

both languages (Árnasson 1980). In parallel, Riad 1992 was exploring similar views in 

diachronic and comparative studies of Swedish and Scandinavian prosody. Árnasson 2011 

applies those ideas to both Icelandic and Faroese. A gradual consensus has emerged that 

Scandinavian languages all share one common syllabic condition (Prokosh’s Law, StoW): all 

stressed syllables are heavy, i.e. made up of exactly two morae -no less, and arguably no more 

(Kiparsky 2008, Kristoffersen 2010 for refinements). As for Danish, few phonologists adopt  

that all stressed syllables are heavy (Îto & Mester 1997, 2015, Lorentz, 1996, Kiparsky 2008), 

and mainstream opinion, with roots in Trubetzkoy 1935, 1939 and Martinet 1937, still draws a 

line between Danish and the rest of Scandinavia in matters syllabic (Basbøll 2005, Morén 2003, 

Iosad 2016). Resistance to full Prokosch’s Law in Danish is strong because the grammar of stød 

seems to require that some closed stressed syllables be light, or monomoraic, in order to lack 

stød in a regular way (Hansen 1943, Basbøll 2005, see also Iosad 2016). In this talk, I claim 

that Danish stressed syllables must all be heavy after all, which in its turn demands a critical 

revision of the grammar of stød - see (1) below for different options.  

Light syllable theory (Danish is different from the rest of Scandinavian languages): 

Any theory that needs stødless syllables to be light, or monomoraic, even when closed and 

stressed, necessarily assumes that all stressed bimoraic syllables bear stød unexceptionally, if 

the word is monosyllabic or oxytonic, and belongs to the traditional stock. Thus, final obstruents 

in say hat, kop or sek and many others are claimed to be always non-moraic. A number of final 

sonorants in stødless monosyllables, say føl, ven, søn, hav or kød are lexically specified as 

extrametrical. By default, final sonorants are moraic, in words with stød, as in say vind, mund, 

land, mand, and others. For a first incomplete approximation, see (2a) below.   

Heavy syllable theory (Danish is like the rest of Scandinavian languages): Light 

syllable theory (above) relies on the idea that stød is predictable, which I think is correct, but 

makes syllable structure bend to predicting stød distribution (Martinet 1937, Hansen 1943). In 

our proposal, syllable structure, on the contrary, is the outcome of interacting principles 

independent from any other concerns, even though it is undisputable that not only stød but most 

of the phonology, as in any other natural language, depends on syllable structure. Last, but not 

least, this reformulation of the grammar of stød is a must if we are to parse all stressed Danish 

syllables as heavy to keep moraic paradoxes at bay. Among those who segregate stød from 

syllabification (Riad 1992, Lorentz 1996, Îto & Mester 1997, 2016, Kiparsky 2008), only Îto & 

Mester 2016 discuss the distribution of stød, but their tonal grammar of stød raises a number of 

unsurmountable problems (cf. Grønnum et al. 2013, Vázquez-Larruscaín 2013, 2016 Vázquez-

Larruscaín et al. forthcoming). In our analysis, stød is neither derived from tonal representations 

nor is seen in transparent correspondence with heavy syllables in oxytone and monosyllabic 

words –see (1), (2) and (3) below. Common to Îto & Mester 2016 and our proposal is a filter 

against stød in obstruents rather than a filter against obstruents being moraic. 

Overall, we postulate a segmental filter against the combination of stød and obstruency 

and we understand stød to be an autonomous laryngeal feature independent from tone, as in 

Basbøll 2005, but unlike in Îto & Mester 2015 or Morén 2003, where stød is derived from tonal 

representations, see (1) below.  



(1) Theories on Danish stød and Danish syllable structure 

 Stød Filter Prokosch’s Law 

a. Morén  Tonal Moraic - 
b. Îto& Mester  Tonal Segmental (+)? 
c. Basbøll  Autonomous Moraic - 
d. Alternative Autonomous Segmental + 

 

(2) Representations of kat 

a. Moraic filter   b. Segmental filter 

σ     σ 

μ      μ μ 

         k   a t                                                    k a t 

(3) Alternative filters and rankings for syllable structure and stød.  

1a,c, 2a grammars /kat/ Moraic filter Stød  StoW 

a. kat   * 

b. katμ * *  

c. katˀ *   

1b,d 2b grammars /kat/ Laryngeal filter StoW Stød 

a. katμ   * 

b. katˀ *   

c. kat  *  
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The Effect of Givenness on the Dative Alternation in Norwegian: A Reaction Time 
Study 
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The question of what determines the choice of word order in ditransitives has been a long 
standing one. Several factors have been shown to affect the order of the objects. For example, 
results from self-paced reading tasks and reaction timed (RT) grammaticality judgements in 
English and Danish reveal that the double object dative (DOD, Erik gave the girl a car) is 
better when the recipient is given than when the theme is given, while the prepositional dative 
(PD, Erik gave the car to a girl) is found to be insensitive to givenness (Bridgwater et al. 2019; 
Brown et al. 2012; Clifton & Frazier, 2004; Kizach & Balling, 2013). As a result, PD has been 
argued to be the canonical order. Furthermore, the fact that both word orders are generally 
accepted suggests that this preference is due to information structure rather than 
grammaticality.  

The current study investigates the alternation between PD and DOD to test whether the 
same sensitivity to information structure can be found in the dative alternation in Norwegian. 
We ask: (i) To what extent are ditransitive structures that violate the given-before-new 
principle accepted as grammatical in Norwegian? (ii) Is this reflected in RTs as in Danish and 
English? And, (iii), how are violations of given>new perceived when the given object is 
realized by a pronominal object as opposed to a DP? We designed a speeded grammaticality 
judgement task in Open Sesame, with a 2x2x2 design (structure, givenness, referring 
expression- table 1). All test sentences were preceded by a context (examples 1&2) introducing 
one of the object arguments; RTs were measured from when the test sentence appeared on the 
screen. The participants had to rate the sentences as either “good” or “bad”. A total of 96 
ditransitive structures were tested on 32 adult native speakers of Norwegian. 

The results are summarised in table 2 and reveal both similarities and differences with 
previous studies. DODs appear to be more sensitive to information structure than PDs in 
Norwegian as well: theme-given DODs were consistently regarded as less acceptable (63% 
and 44%), while recipient-given PDs were judged as less acceptable only when the theme was 
realised by a pronoun (73%). A linear mixed effects analysis revealed that for both structures 
new>given orders have lower acceptancy rates, this is however more pronounced for the DOD 
(p-value 6.33e-16 vs. 0.000377). Further, our statistical analysis also revealed that items 
violating given>new are significantly slower than orders obeying this principle: p-
value=0.001813 for PD and p-value=0.000539 for DOD; this means that PDs are also context 
dependent, even if considerably less so than DODs. For PDs, this is surprising, as previous 
research has shown no tendency related to word order with these structures. We also ran an 
analysis on the two referring expressions separately, having the structure as a fixed effect which 
revealed that PDs are faster than DODs with DP items (p-value 1.99e-15), but are significantly 
slower with pronominal items (p-value 0.00714).  

We conclude that violations of the given>new principle with DODs seem to be less 
acceptable in Norwegian than in Danish and English (more items judged as “bad”); second, 
RTs reveal that PDs are also sensitive to information structure (slower RTs when given>new 
violation); and third, the type of referring expression clearly plays a role when it comes to how 
degraded violations of givenness principles are considered (both on RTs and acceptance ratio). 
This shows that pronouns play an important role for word order in ditransitives, something that 
the previous studies missed due to the inclusion of only DP objects. The canonical status of the 
PD may need to be re-evaluated in light of this, at least for Norwegian. 
 



Structure Given Referring exp Target 
DOD THEME DP He gave a cat the tuna. 
PD THEME DP He gave the tuna to a cat. 
DOD RECIPIENT DP He gave the cat tuna. 
PD RECIPIENT DP He gave tuna to the cat. 
DOD THEME Pr He gave a cat it. 
PD THEME Pr He gave it to a cat. 
DOD RECIPIENT Pr He gave it tuna. 
PD RECIPIENT Pr He gave tuna to it. 

Table 1: 2x2x2 design of the test sentences 
 
(1) Eric was cleaning out the fridge and found an open can of tuna. He was unsure whether it 

was good enough to eat, but he also didn't want to throw it away. [THEME-GIVEN] 
(2) Eric was woken up by a cat meowing under his balcony. The cat was small and cute, and 
Eric wanted to help it so... [RECIPIENT-GIVEN] 

 

Structure Realization of  
given objects 

Recipient given (IO)  Theme given (DO) 
RT (ms) % Accepted RT (ms) % Accepted 

DOD Definite DP  3528 92 % 4048 63% 
PD Definite DP 3057 92% 2730 98% 
DOD Pronoun 2811 98% 3366 44% 
PD Pronoun 3319 73% 3223 95% 

Table 2: Mean RTs and acceptance rates; (the pragmatically felicitous conditions are shaded) 

 
References: Bridgwater, Kyröläinen & Kuperman (2019). The influence of syntactic 
expectations on reading comprehension is malleable and strategic: An eye-tracking study of 
English dative alternation. Canadian Journal of Experimental Psychology, 73(3), 179-192. 
Brown, Savova & Gibson (2012). Syntax encodes information structure: Evidence from on-
line reading comprehension. Journal of Memory and Language, 66(1), 194-209. Clifton & 
Frazier (2004). Should given information come before new? Yes and no. Memory & 
Cognition, 32(6), 886-895. Kizach & Balling (2013). Givenness, complexity, and the Danish 
dative alternation. Memory & Cognition, 41(8), 1159-1171. 



Middle psych verbs and their peculiarities -  
The suffix -s(t) on object-experiencer verbs in the Scandinavian languages 

Niklas Wiskandt 
Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf 

This talk brings together two peculiar linguistic items: object-experiencer verbs, which are 
cross-linguistically recognized as a puzzling field of investigation, and morphological voice 
marking, which is a prominent feature of the Scandinavian languages. Besides having an 
unmarked active voice and a periphrastic passive voice, Scandinavian languages show 
morphological voice marking by a bound marker grammaticalized from a reflexive pronoun, 
the verbal suffix -s(t). Its range of functions varies from language to language; they comprise 
reflexive, reciprocal, anticausative, passive and antipassive functions. The marker can be 
analyzed as being a marker of middle voice. Besides occurring on canonical transitive verbs, 
-s(t) is also found on object-experiencer verbs, constituting a type of a so-called psych 
alternation. Object-experiencer verbs in the active voice, e.g. (1a), form pairs with 
anticausative variants in the middle voice, e.g. (1b), that have the experiencer as their subject 
while the stimulus remains unrealized or appears in an oblique form. Some of them also form 
an anticausative with a reflexive pronoun (1c). 

(1)  a.  glädja        b. glädja-s       c.  glädja   sig 
     gladden         gladden-MID      gladden  REFL 
     ‘gladden’        ‘be happy’        ‘be happy’                  
                (Swedish; cf. Holmes & Hinchliffe 1994: 305) 

In Icelandic, known for quirky case patterns, the stimulus in the anticausative construction is 
not downgraded to an oblique realization, but marked with accusative case, as in (2b); the 
case pattern is the same as in the active voice (2a). 

(2)  a.  Hundar   hræða    mig       b. Ég    hræði-st    hunda      
     dogs.NOM frighten  me.ACC       I.NOM frighten-MID dogs.ACC 
     ‘Dogs frighten me’             ‘I fear dogs’ 
(Icelandic; Barðdal 2001: 48) 

As for Swedish, the situation is complicated by the fact that the middle voice can have an 
antipassive function, which works with object-experiencer verbs just as fine as the 
anticausative function: 

(3)  Djävla-s   inte med  din   lilla  syster! 
   annoy-MID not  with  your  little  sister 
   ‘Don’t annoy your little sister!’ 
(Swedish; Holmes & Hinchliffe 1994: 306) 

The talk explores the use of the Scandinavian middle voice with object-experiencer verbs 
from a cross-linguistic perspective. Its aim is to explain the asymmetries in the use of -s(t) 
with those verbs and to provide a typological description for it. To achieve this, the 
investigation relies initially on literature data, which are complemented by corpus data and 
judgements provided by native-speaking consultants. 



Abbreviations 
ACC accusative — MID middle voice — NOM nominative — REFL reflexive 
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The uses of the impersonal pronoun man in written German and Norwegian (Bokmål)
Sarah Zobel
Universitetet i Oslo

In this talk, I present the results of two corpus studies investigating the available uses of the
impersonal  pronoun  man in  written  German  and  Norwegian  (Bokmål).  While  we  find
detailed  analyses  of  German  man in  the  literature  (e.g.,  Cabredo Hofherr  2015,  Zifonun
2000), the possible uses of Norwegian man still await detailed investigation: Which uses that
are  available  for  German  man are  also  available  for  Norwegian  man?  And  do  the  two
languages differ in how frequently these uses occur? The corpus studies provide evidence
that man in written Norwegian allows for the same range of impersonal uses as German man: 

(i)  generic uses interpreted similar to “(a certain kind of) people in general” [see (1)/(2)]
(ii) existential uses interpreted similar to “some people (from a certain group)” [see (3)/(4)]

The two languages, however, differ in how frequently these uses are employed.
Theoretical Background: The corpus studies are based on recent cross-linguistic work on
the possible uses of human impersonal pronouns and their linguistic contexts (e.g., Cabredo
Hofherr 2015, Gast & van der Auwera 2013, Siewierska & Papastathi 2011). This research
centers  around the  observation  that  different  uses  of  impersonal  pronouns  correlate  with
different  types  of  linguistic  contexts:  Generic  uses  of  impersonal  pronouns  are  cross-
linguistically  restricted  to  generic  sentences,  whereas  existential  uses  are  restricted  to
episodic  sentences.  Based  on  this,  it  is  argued  that  generic  and  episodic  uses  can  be
distinguished via co-occurring lexical material and its morphosyntactic properties (e.g., tense
and modality), as well as more abstract semantic properties of the sentence (e.g., habituality).
Methods: The data was collected from genre-balanced corpora reflecting the synchronic use
of written German/Norwegian man: for German, 298 occurrences of man were collected from
“Kernkorpus 20” (time range: 1990–1999; DWDS); for Norwegian, 202 occurrences were
taken from the “Leksikografisk Bokmålskorpus” (time range: 2003–2012; Fjeld et al. 2020).
The sentences containing man were annotated separately by two annotators per language for
the same morphosyntactic and semantic properties based on results from Cabredo Hofherr
2015 and Gast & van der Auwera 2013. The sentences were  not annotated for the use in
which man occurs since no definitive diagnostics for the different uses exist so far.
Quantitative  evaluation: The  data  compiled  for  German  and  Norwegian  are  evaluated
separately. For each language, the proportions of corpus items are determined for which man
most  likely  occurs  in  either  a  generic  use  or  an  existential  use  based  on  the  annotated
properties of the containing sentence. This way of evaluating the data leads to an estimate of
the relative frequencies of generically and existentially used man in the data, see Table 1.
Discussion: The relative frequencies reported in Table 1 support the following answers to the
research questions raised above: German and Norwegian most likely both allow for generic
and existential uses of man, although the existential uses are rarer in the Norwegian sample
than in the German sample. A closer look at the data reveals that indeed both the German and
Norwegian corpus samples contain clear cases of generic and existential uses, see (1)–(4).
In sum: The corpus studies allow us to conclude that in written German and Norwegian, man
has the same range of uses but with different  usage frequencies.  In order to uncover the
source of this difference, further studies are needed.
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generic use existential use

German (n=298) 82.55% 17.45%

Norwegian (n=202) 90.1% 9.9%

Table 1: estimated proportions of generic and existential uses in the 
German and Norwegian corpus samples

(1) Zahlen kann man  addieren, Zeichenketten nicht.
numbers can   MAN  add          strings             not
‘MAN can add numbers but not strings.’
(Rechenberg, P.: Was ist Informatik?, München: Hanser 1994, 307)

(2) Vi  kan ikke gå  inn og   se   hva  man    handler.
we can not   go  in   and see what MAN   buys
‘We can’t “go in” and see what MAN buys.’
(TV02FI0401.1055, position: 90437267)

(3) Mit  der  Studentenklientel  aber ist  man höchst  unzufrieden.
with the  student.clientele    but is   MAN highly  dissatisfied
‘But MAN is highly dissatisfied with the student clientele.’
(Die Zeit, 23.08.1996, Nr. 35)

(4)  Deretter satte man   ut   reker i   bur i   og   rundt   et  oppdrettsanlegg  i   Rogaland.
then       set    MAN  out shrimps in cages in and around a   aquaculture        in  Rogaland
‘Then, MAN placed shrimps in cages in and around an aquaculture in Rogaland.’
(SA07Bell0302.539, position: 32929873)
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